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Woman charged
with infant
murder attempt

By DONNA S1ZEMORE
A 21-year old woman masquerading as a
James Madison University student has been
charged with attempting to murder her
newborn baby girl last Tuesday in Shorts Hall.
Kimberly L. Ellison of Falls Church was
charged Thursday at Rockingham Memorial
Hospital, where she was a patient. She was
released Friday on a $5,000 personal
recognizance bond.
Ellison, a JMU junior last year, was placed
on academic suspension by the university last
May and her appeal of the decision was denied
shortly thereafter, according to Fred Hilton,
assistant to the vice president of university
relations.
According to Dr. Harold McGee, vice
president for student affairs, Ellison should not
have been residing in the dormitory. He said
the university is still searching for the error
that kept Ellison's presence in the dorm from
being detected.
ELLISON delivered her full-term baby
totally unaided in the bathroom of Shorts Hall,
according to Commonwealth's Attorney David

Walsh. After delivery, she allegedly placed the
infant in a plastic trash bag, tied the bag and
took it to a nearby kitchen, Walsh said, adding
she then apparently placed the bag in a box
commonly used for trash.
According to Walsh, the baby was
discovered about 15 minutes later by another
dorm resident who apparently heard the baby
crying. The resident called campus police, and
the baby was taken to Rockingham Memorial
Hospital. The child has since been released
into the custody of the Harrisonburg Department of Social Services.
The case will be heard in Juvenile and
Domestic Relations Court in January, Walsh
said. If she is found guilty of attempted
murder, Ellison could face a prison sentence of
one to 20 years.
"WE HAVEN'T found out what happened,"
McGee said. "We don't have answers to
questions."
Ellison did not register or preregister for any
fall courses, McGee said, adding that she did
sign up for a room in Shorts Hall last May.
(Continued on Page 6)
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State levels exceeded

JMU to maintain enrollment
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"THERE WILL be no increase or decrease in enrollment," Dr.
Ronald Carrier told the Board of Visitors Friday.

SCHEV not likely
to reverse decision
on campus school
By DAVID TEEL
James Madison University President Ronald Carrier informed
the Board of Visitors Friday that the chances of the AnthonySeeger Campus School remaining open are less than 50 percent.
He also said if the campus school loses its state funding, the
university has developed an alternative plan for its continued
operation. The plan would involve placing students deemed exceptional in Anthony-Seeger.
The State Council of Higher Education in Virginia has
recommended to the General Assembly that state funding for the
Anthony-Seeger facility be cut off after the 1981-82 academic
year. JMU will appeal this decision, probably at SCHEV's
January meeting but Carrier said, "I can't see SCHEV changing
its position because it (Anthony-Seeger) is outside the guidelines
and formula."
This formula dictates the number of positions a state institution
can receive funding for and JMU now is 11 over its allotment.
Through the university, the campus school employs 10 faculty and
one administrator—the same number that JMU is over the state
specifications. •
CARRIER INDICATFD the appeal will be an awkward one. "It
iCnntinutfi on Page 6)
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By DAVID TEEL
Despite having 400 more
students than authorized by
the state, James Madison
University will seek to
maintain
its
current
enrollment of 8,800 for next
year.
JMU President Ronald
Carrier told the Board of
Visitors Friday, "There will
be no increase or decrease in
enrollment. We hope at the
next meeting to be able to
justify and document this
request."
The Board of Visitors next
meets in April.
By exceeding the figure
established by the state, JMU
risks having to relinquish a
portion of its tuition revenue.
JMU has surpassed state
enrollment standards in the
past, however the university
suffered no loss of funds.
Enrollment at JMU has
increased in each of the last 20
years.
AT THE CURRENT level of
enrollment. Carrier said JMU
still needs dormitory housing
for 400 more students. A new
dorm to house 150 students
already has been approved
and JMU is seeking funds to
build additional space for 250.
Carrier told the board
recently implemented
restrictions on the acceptance
of transfers in communication
arts and business are not
permanent. He said the policy
"is an attempt to balance
enrollment with our resources."
Officials will begin to
finalize a policy on transfers
within the next few months.
Carrier said.
The university will make an
effort to direct students into
areas where there is an
abundance of resources and
away from areas with scarce
resources,
according
to
Carrier.
Some faculty members in
the affected departments

plication.
Also, Dr. William Hanlon,
dean of the School of Business
has indicated in previous
statements he was not aware
the policy denied admission to
all transfers in the two areas.
"It wouldn't have made a
great deal of difference,"
Carrier said. "We're not
telling them (faculty) how to
teach; we're not telling them
what to teach. We had two
alternatives.
"They asked us for ad(Continued on Page 8)

have been critical of the policy
because they were not consulted before the decision was
made. "The deans wsere
involved and we assumed they
discussed it at that (the
faculty)
level,"
Carrier
commented.
HOWEVER,
DR.
Rex
Fuller, communication arts
department head, earlier told
The Breeze he was made
aware of the policy only after
he contacted the admissions
office about a student's ap-
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IN THEIR Harrisonburg homes away from home, JMU
students celebrate the Christmas season early. Above is
pictured Elaine Jones In her Northampton Court
apartment
1
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Student convicted of cheating, seeks appeal
By CHRIS KOUBA
A
James
Madison
University student has been
sentenced to a one-semester
suspension for an Honor Code
violation this semester and is
appealing the decision, according to Barry DuVal,
Honor Council president.
The student, convicted of
test cheating, is still attending
classes, pending an appeals
hearing.
If the conviction is upheld,
suspension will begin next
semester, and the student will
receive a withdrawal grade in
the class in which the cheating
occurred. If the decision had
not been appealed, suspension
would begin next semester
since the hearing was held
late this semester.
,
There have beeif tiTredprts

of honor violations this year,
DuVal said.
Another hearing has been
held, and the student was
found not guilty of test
cheating.
A HEARING is scheduled
for this week, and two reports
are being investigated to
determine if there is enough
evidence to hold a hearing.
DuVal is not told anything
about a case until a hearing is
held, since he serves as a
judge. Anne Mares and Donna
Rubelmann, Honor Council
coordinators,
also
were
unable to give the nature of
the three cases due to confidentiality, according to
Mares.
Any information that might
lead to recognition of the
student charged is not

released to protect that
student.
"Students needn't suffer
undue
embarrassment,"
DuVal said, adding, that
students who are suspended
because of an honors violation
should be able to return with
confidence.
According to DuVal, the
Honor Council "is not a legal
body, but an administrative
one." Its purpose is to deter
violations rather than simply
punish violators.
OF THE 10 violations
reported this semester, two
did not result in hearings
because those who made the
accusations were not willing
to testify. Because of insufficient evidence, three
other reports did not result in
hearings.

9

'Most honor violations are reported
By CHRIS KOUBA
The Honor Code is generally
upheld and supported by
James Madison University
students, according to Honor
Council President Barry
DuVal.
"I think most honor
violations are being reported," he said, adding that
there have been 10 reports
made this semester.
"It's been an active
semester,"
DuVal
said.
"That's a positive sign—
(people are) working through
the provisions of the system."
DuVal said that in the past
many teachers may have
dealt with violations on their
own. An example he gave is
failing a student on a cheated
exam and counting the next
test as a double grade.
The violation reports this
semester have been "about
half and half, from students
and faculty," DuVal said
adding that counseling office
surveys
show
increased
support among freshmen

DuVal noted that more
violations may be reported
before the end of the
semester, and these reports
would be considered early
next semester.
Honor violations include
various cheating on tests,
using commercially-prepared
papers, falsifying attendance
records, unauthorized grade
changing.unauthorized

collaboration, plagiarism and
falsifying evidence in an
Honor Council hearing, according to the Student Handbook.
Penalties range from a
minimum of one semester
suspension to expulsion or
may include automatic grade
expulsion, which is recorded
as a withdrawal from the
class.

A<SP
RC Cola 8/16.

1.29
plus deposit

Budweiser 6/12

1.89

Bud weiser 12/12

3.77

A&P Frozen Pizza assort.
12oz.

.99'

A&P Frozen Chicken 2lbs. 2.29
Tropic ana Orange J uice
64oz. .99'
Anne Page Milk 1 gal.
1.91
Anne Page Low fat Yogart
8oz. flavored 3/1.00
Oscar Mayers Wieners
students for the honor system.
DuVAL SAID that an article
on honor violations in the Nov.
18 issue of The Breeze
"misrepresented the amount
of cheating on campus.'1 The
story included an incident
about a JMU student stealing
an exam from an office at
another school, but DuVal
said it "could be interpreted to
mean this campus."

"The majority of students
don't look for cheating," he
said, adding that when they
see it, something "strikes
them inside, and they report
it"
The Honor Code in the
Student Handbook states that
students are expected to
report any honor violations
witnessed as well as to refrain
from cheating.

WE RE MORE THAN A
<^ NICE PLACE TO EAT
Were really THREE GREAT RESTAURANTS in one.

Specializing in fine food and excellent service.?
For a good time, THE PUB
is the soot for you!

1.89 lb.

Oscar Mayers Bologna
12oz.pk. 1.69
Oscar Mayers Cotto salami
8oz. 1.39
Sirloin Steaks
2.49 lb.
Porterhouse Steaks

3.49 lb.

LUIGIS
SUPER SPECIAL
SMALL CHEESE
PIZZA
Mon-Fri

11:00-5:00

ONIONS ANDPEPPERS
FREE FOR THE ASKING
located in downtown Harrisonburg
Park in the Water St. parking deck, and
enter across the Palmer House Bridge! 433-8181

t)

lOlOS.MainSt

433-1101
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Vending services lower student activity fees
Final profits controlled by state
By CONNIE B1LLMEYER
Profits from JMU vending
machines aid in lowering
student fees.
According
to
William
Merck,
assistant
vicepresident of business affairs,
profits from these machines
are used for repairs and
replacements in campus
auxiliary buildings.
If JMU did not have the
vending service it would have
to increase student fees in
other areas to pay for the
necessary
repairs
and
replacements to auxiliary
buildings and areas, Merck
said.
Vending operations at JMU
grossed $300,000 for the 1980
fiscal year which ended in
June, according to Merck.
However, deductions for
such necessities as employee
salaries, utilities, food item
spoilage, and new equipment
and repairs must come from
this sum. Then if there is a
shortage in another area of
auxiliary affairs, such as
dining hall contracts which
are under Food Services,
money is passed on to it.
If there is an auxiliary

building or area needing
repair such as a tennis court
or parking lot, money from
vending also will go for this
purpose, Merck said. Normally $16,000, minus a percentage for damages to
vending machines in dorms,
goes toNhe Internal! Council.
This year, according to
Merck, some $12,900 went to
the Interhall Council.
The profit from vending
services and other auxiliary
enterprises such as the
bookstore, health center,
student union, laundry and
intercollegiate athletics goes
into an auxiliary reserve
account controlled by the
state at the end of the fiscal
year. The remaining $34,400
from last ■ years' vending
profit went into this fund.
Anytime JMU needs money
for repairs, replacements, or
additions
to
auxiliary
buildings or areas, the
university requisitions the
money from its state controlled
reserve
account.
According to Merck, such
costs as the previously
mentioned auxiliary area
tennis courts, and parking lot

CANDY SHOP

repairs are paid for through
the auxiliary reserve account.
Roof
replacements
on
auxiliary buildings and the
new modular units on the
Wine-Price hill are paid for
through the auxiliary reserve
account. The trailers cost
$223,000. not including landscaping and other related
costs.
Presently, JMU needs the
reserve account money to pay
the estimated $371,000 for
asbestos removal in auxiliary
buildings and to modify
present auxiliary facilities for
the handicapped.
Also, Merck said the
auxiliary reserve account
money is invested by the
state, but JMU does not
receive any percentage of the
profit gained for the invested
money.
"If we didn't do it (supply
vending services) ourselves,
we'd hire Macke or someone
like that to do it," Merck said,
adding that an outside vending service would give JMU
Photo by Mike Bl.vini
a percentage' of the profit, but
VENDING
OPERATIONS
at
JMU
grossed
$300,000
last year.
some money would be taken
off campus.

JMU operates 110 vending machines
By CONNIE BILLMEYER
If you have ever passed a
vending machine at James
Madison University and been
tempted to put your small
change in the coin slot to get a
soft drink, a pastry, a pack of
cigarettes or even a sandwich,
then you have
the JMU
vending service to thank.
There are 110 merchandise
vending machines scattered
throughout campus both in
academic buildings and in
dorms. A
JMU-operated
candy machine is even located
in Shenandoah Hall across
from campus.
The vending operations are
part of the university. Don
Blume, vending and concessions manager, oversees
the vending machines as well
as the 340 washers and dryers
located in almost all dorms on
campus.
Two route men fill merchandise orders and two fulltime mechanics work on all
the machines because "any
piece of equipment is going to
malfunction at some time or

other," Blume said.
Several pieces of new
equipment were installed this
past summer so there are not
as many reports of malfunctions as last year.
BLUME SAID the vending
service has a 24-hour code-aphone permitting anyone to
report a machine malfunction
after office hours by calling.
All the machines and
vehicles of vending services
are owned by JMU.
Candy machines cost more
than $1,100, while coffee
machines cost about $1,600.
Other machines range from
$1,400 to $3,500.
According to Blume, since
the vending service is a profitmaking business of JMU, the
machines are placed where
they will generate the most
revenue.
"We do not receive any tax
revenues" Blume said, "We
are required to operate in the
black."
The price of the' vended
merchandise is based on the

manufacturer's
suggested
price, he continued.
Blume buys all merchandise for the machines and
has taken suggestions for new
items. However, Blume has
found that when persons
request certain items, like
canned
juices,
raisins,
granola bars and other more
healthy items there is little
turnover and little profit is
made.
SANDWICHES and milk
often do not sell well and
somtimes spoil in the
machines, Blume said, adding
the "junk food junkies" seem
to primarily use the JMU
vending machines.
Blume also said price increases usually occur only
once per year, during the
summer. The vending services usually bear other price
increases during the rest of
the year. Present price increases are occurring in
sugar, peanuts, and wheat
which brings up the price of
(Continued on Page 19)

Christmas decorations caused dormitory disaster
By SANDY SYLVEST
making a iiretrap of an
"The 54 young women. .
otherwise fireproof hallway."
.were proud of the Christmas
The above excerpt from the
decorations that covered
Dec. 18, 1977 Providence
almost every inch of wall,
Sunday Journal, accounting
door and ceiling along the 175
the tragic Providence College
feet of the L-shaped north
fire earlier that month. Seven
wing from rooms 4A to 416.
students died and many others
They had entered a camreceived serious injuries.
puswide
hall
decorating
Many
James
Madison
contest.
University students now are
"As they painted murals on
decorating dorms and other
paper-covered walls, wrapped campus
buildings
for
doors with brightly colored Christmas. So the holidays are
foil and even covered lights to not scarred with any tragedy,
darken the corridor into a
there are precautions which
Silent Night.' it did not occur should be
taken while
1
1
e
, u, ?, JteFi., J,"?. , ,^?l. ^f. . . decorating for the season

"There are set locations
where Buildings and Grounds'
personnel will place cut
trees.'' said Alan MacNutt,

director of security and
safety, "and those are the only
locations where live trees will
be allowed."

*Klt)tfF&&*
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MACNUTT ALSO said that
candles are one of the primary
causes of dormitory fires.
"Once the wax has melted
down to a liquid state, it is no
longer simply a combustible,
but the hot wax emits a gas
which is flamable," MacNutt
said. "Those candles in glass
cups can actually throw up a
flame three feet high."
"If you are going to
decorate dormitories and
rooms for parties, use only
materials which are flame
(Continued on Page 19)
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New Curio to arrive this
Feature magazine produced by class
By KATHY KOROLKOFF
The winter edition of
CURIO, the feature magazine
written and produced by
James Madison University
students, will be available on
local newsstands Thursday.
"It's a
self-supporting
regional feature magazine
with a circulation of about
3,000," said Kris Carlson,
editor of the magazine.
CURIO is published twice a
year and is sold for $1.25 in
local bookstores, grocery
stores and the campus
bookstore.

PORT ROAD EXXON
and

POPSTORE
Mixers .65 a qt. Coke 1.29 8pk.
Cigarettes .48
Gas available 24 hours/day
Quality Exxon Products.

6*ON

The magazine is compiled
by 9-15 students enrolled in
Communications 482, Feature
Magazine Production. Funding for the publication is
obtained through advertising
and sales, according to Mr.
David Wendelken, who instructs the course and is the
magazine adviser.

rating
from
Columbia
University Scholastic Press
Association and a first place
honor for overall excellence
from the Society of Collegiate
Journalists.

Last year, CURIO received
several awards, Wendelken
said, including the highest

The winter issue is the fifth
publication of CURIO, and
will feature an article on

University
of
Virginia
basketball
star
and
Harrisonburg native Ralph
Sampson's family.
Carlson explained that the
people, arts, crafts and interests of the Valley are the
main topics in CURIO.
"Our major target is the
Shenandoah Valley," she said.

INN
Restaurant

15 minutes North of
Harrisonburg
2 1/2 miles South of
New Market
on Route 11
740-8802

Something New in Dining
Every Night!
— Hours—
SundayPr,inrb U-vri?r>m

Regular Menu 2pm-10pm
GREATFOODAT
AGREATPRICE
COCKTAILS
Will be open for
Thanksgiving Dinners
3Sittings 12 noon: 2pm; 4pm
Reservations suggested

2/ai'r Carc-

Specials"
Nov. 18-Dec. 23,1980
Mon.-10:00- 5:00 pm
Tues, Wed., Thurs. 4 -7pm
Haircuts, Perms, Color,
Manicures,Pedicures,
Make-up,Facials

15% DISCOUNT

&REDKEN

Houfo:
Monday-Saturday & Evenings
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2x30 pm., Monday though fiMai
BP9tt ,blur Jrant, mi Jacket, white bat
and sunglassr».
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MIKE'S
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30% OFF
Everything in the store
all during December!

^^
HOURS: Mon-Wed JO-6 pm
Thurs-Sat 10-8 pm
434-7255

^f

INTERNATIONAL GIFT SHOP

The Guitar & Amp Cntr
next to Sheraton Inn
1548 E. Market St.
Harrlsonburg.VA

Do your holiday shopping at Mike's!
&

Sii\

Gifts from Ireland, Germany, England,
Japan, and other countries
Gisha Girl Music Box
Clown Music Box
Patrician Candles

$19.95
$13.95
$3.95/doz

BACK ALLEY MKES

& Sewices. $nc.

Pepsi, Coca Cola, Dr Pepper
2 liters $1.15

Renting the IBM Correcting
Selectric II Typewriters, by the week,
month or year.

Beer now available

Call M PS - A & M 434-060?

Hrs:
Sun-Thurs 7-9 pm Fri-Sat 7-1 1 pm

*

Rt 11 south
at the Fairgrounds

CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL
Cannondale
packs
«

More Products & Services, Inc.
744N.MaiijSt.City

*

10% off
with this ad
"Around corner
from Span key s"

JOHN E. ANDERSON
'"""NT

BLUE MOUNTAIN RECORDS
PRESENTS

the Fourth of this year's

CHRISTMAS HAPPY DAZE SALE
Wed. Dec. 10,1980

930 am til 9:00 pm

ALL LP's on sale
$7.98 List - $4.99
$8.98 List -- $5.89

Walk on down and Save
Blue Mountain Records
178 8. Mason St. 433-2136

(Just a WALK away)
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•SCHEV
(Continued from Page 1)
is difficult for me to
go down (to Richmond) and
support this formula that
benefits higher education and
then go back to advoca te them
disregarding it"
A petition sponsored by two
education majors at JMU will
be presented at the appeal.
Anthony-Seeger is one of
three campus schools in the
state. SCHEV has recommended funding for the
schools at Longwood College
and Virginia State University
also be discontinued.

Gordon Davies, director of
the state council and Jack
Davis, state superintendent of
public instruction have visited
Anthony-Seeger and
according to Carrier, "We
impressed them and made
inroads."

IF JMU's appeal is denied,
Carrier said a change in the
mission of Anthony-Seeger
might allow it to continue
operations. Such a change
would involve the mainstreaming of handicapped
students.
Carrier said current laws
dictate handicapped students
be put into the mainstream of
education and that teachers
will be needed for such tasks.
Under this basis, the campus
school could offer additional
practical
training
for
education majors at JMU.
After the board meeting,
Carrier explained there are
now two classes at the campus
school involving students with
learning disabilities. The
change would require Anthony-Seeger becoming a
center for mainstreaming
activities.
"We would become a center

CARRIER SAID initiating a
tuition fee for students
currently enrolled at AnthonySeeger is not being considered. "The tuition would
have to be about $2,000 per
student," he claimed, "Doing
that would change the
character of the school."

* Woman
(Continued from Page 1)
Once Ellison's appeal was
denied, she had the opportunity to go to summer
school and get back into the
university, McGee said, citing
this as standard JMU
procedure
in
academic
suspension cases. McGee
added that she said it was her
intention to attend.
McGee said that once she
did not register, the computer
system should have picked up
that she was not a student and
notified the housing office
here.
"We're trying to see where
that system didn't function
properly," he continued.
Ellison's tuition, which had
been prepaid, was refunded
and her ID card was deactivated from the dining hall
computer system sometime in
October, McGee said, making
it impossible for her to retain
the use of food facilities.
WHILE MCGEE noted that
he was not yet fully aware of
all the financial factors
surrounding Ellison's
suspension, he said she was
refunded at least some portion
of her room and board fees on
a pro rata basis.
McGee said Ellison apparently did a very good job of
masquerading to be a college
student.
Ellison was an economics

Night classes
Cumfi Ditnl Nna Smke

Nine Winston-Salem, N.C. corporations have joined together to offer undergraduate degrees in their
plants at night. Courses are taught by
faculty from a college 20 miles away.
The program attracts 160 employees,
which is twice more than expected.

Hours:
II :00 am - 9 :
Suit II : 00 am - 10 :
hi -

30 |>«
Tim**
30 b*
Sai

Students don't forget youi
■D is good for a IS per cent
discount on al^ regular prict
arders..

We are something else!"
r i * • 9 »

major and a member of Zeta
Tau Alpha sorority, and
transferred to the university
from
Mary
Washington
College in Fredericksburg.

and have an exemplary
program in training teachers
to function within the mainstreaming
philosophy,"
Carrier said.
"It may be they (SCHEV)
would support this concept,"
Carrier added, "And ask a
special fund be given so this
school could be an experimental school for the
entire state."

the Virginia Department of
Education and local school
divisions to formulate a
proposal to the federal
government."
According to Roberson, the
federal government is putting
high priority on serving the
exceptional child and is
making funds available. "The
probability of receiving such
funds is hard to determine,"
Roberson said.
"Teacher morale has been
good at Anthony-Seeger," he
added. "But the longer this
drags on in the area of uncertainty, the more difficult it
is for the teachers, parents
and students. We must bring
this to a closure as soon as
possible."
Roberson said the transition
to a new mission for the
campus school could be
completed by the time state
funding is cut off. '

THIS IDEA actually was
formulated some months ago
by Dr. Julius Roberson, dean
of the School of Education, as
a matter of long-range
planning. Roberson said,
"The plan involves exceptional children in general.
They are broken down into
handicapped
and
gifted
students and both ends of the
continuum are in the plan.
"If our appeal is denied we
will immediately work with

COMMONWEALTH PRECIOUS METALS
Buys Anything Made of Gold or Sterling Silver
Dental Gold, Class Rings, Weddin Bands, Gold Coins, Jewelry,
Fine. We test unmarked Gold:
Anything marked 10K, 14K, 18K, 22K,.

No Amount Too Small or
Too Large For Us To Buy

CASH!
Permanently Located

FOR EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY ,
TURN THAT UNWANTED HIGH SCHOOL RING INTO CASH !

Our guarantee to customers!
We guarantee to pay the highest possible prices at all times.
Paying lop prices for class rings. For example*'
Class Rings
Jumbo 44g.
X Lg
31g.
L9

23g.

14K

10K

$30272 $182.60
213.28 128.65
T

58.24

14K
Med 16g.
Sm
8g.

110.20
55.10

10K
67.50
34.10

96.25
PAYING CASH FOR:

Anything marked Sterling or.925or .999
- Pre-1964Coins (Dimes, Quarters, Halves)
-Also buying Silver Dollars 1 878-1 935

Free—Gold Testing—and Free Estimates
We will B EAT any Legitimate offer Made by locally advertised dealers.

OPEN DAILY MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
3 COURT SQUARE VILLAGE 433-8841
JMU students-S-fqcufcy-bring this gdfoc additionalcash.honusi..
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China Syndrome

Atomic wattes

(Continued from Page 1)

Atomic wastes from the Kerr McGee . Another real life "China Syndrome" could be
Nuclear Corporation in Oklahoma are taking place in Pennsylvania.
In the movie "The China Syndrome," a TV
reportedly being used to fertilize cattle feed.
Kerr McGee's Sequoyah facility, a plant journalist played by Jane Fonda discovers that
which converts uranium ore into uranium a nuclear plant passed routine inspections by
hexafluoride for processing as nuclear fuel, the falsification of x-rays of essential welds in
generates approximately 7.2 million gallons of the steel structure of the facility.
radioactive waste each year.
Kerr McGee spokesperson Donna McNow,
THE
ELYRIA
CHRONICLE
Farland reports that the nuclear firm has been TELEGRAM in Ohio is charging that some
using the waste from the uranium safety equipment at the Beaver Valley Nuclear
reprocessing-a water sludge called raffinate Power Plant near Pittsburgh, which is parwhich has a high nitrogen content-to fertilize tially owned by Ohio Edison, was approved on
grass used as cattle fodder.
the basis of false and improper x-rays of vital
McFarland says barium chloride is added to welds.
the raffinate to reduce radioactivity before it is
According to the newspaper, nuclear ofstored in large concrete-lined holding ponds.
Says McFarland, "For about five years, we ficials improperly approved welds on the
used the fertilizer to grow hay. It really in- heavy steel lines of the containment building
creased the tonnage. Then in 1978 we in- surrounding the reactor. The containment
troduced cattle onto the land to feed off the structure is a vast steel.shell within a large
concrete silo more than 250 feet tall, and it is
fertilized hay."
McFarland claims tests on some of the designed to protect the public from radiation
slaughtered cattle gave the animals-in her release durine an accident.
words-"a clean bill of health."
Ohio Edison, meanwhile, is insisting there is
The Kerr McGee Corporation is reportedly
now planning to market the radioactive fer- no possible danger to the public at the Beaver
Valley reactor.
tilizer commerically.

ditional resources and we told
them we don't have any more
faculty members. Then they
say we can't keep on teaching
this number of students so
somebody had to make a
decision," Carrier added.
ACCORDING TO Carrier,
JMU is not faced with any
immediate problem other
than the heavy enrollment.
"We have time to make some
adjustments," Carrier
commented. "We hope to get
20-25 positions which will help
us grow in some other areas."
The last resort in admissions policy would be to set
grade point restrictions for
entrance into a major, Carrier
told the board.
Following the meeting,
Carrier compared entrance
restrictions for a major with

those required for law school.
"If a student doesn't get Into
law school that means he has
to change his career direction.
This policy would mean a
student would be asked very
early in his career to make
some decisions as to what he
wanted to do."
In other action, the boards-Approved tuition and fees
for the 1981 summer sessions.
Tuition will increase $3 per
semester hour for in-state
students and $6 for out-of-state
students. Virginia residents
will pay $25 per semester hour
while non-residents will pay
$47.
—Room and board for
summer sessions was raised
10 percent.
—Authorized Carrier to
continue
exploring
the
possibility of improving the
quality and distance of radio
station WMRA's signal.

Support the

March of Dimes

ATTENTION
SORORITIES 4 Vp
FRATERNITIES^
stMlCl FLOWER SHOP
FRESH FLOWERS ^DAHCES/ PARTIES
CORSAGES, BOUTONNIERES,
ARRANGEMENTS, CUT FLOWERS ,
WE HAVE A ruLL

lotforr WITH JMU ID.
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Soft -

TkeBody Sfop
TtW rurpL SuMding On TK* Cowl Squar.
I North Main St. Harrisonburg

Christinas Hours:
M -F 10-9 open nightly
Sat. 10-5

AH Men's and Ladies
Sweaters and Valours
20%O«
Market price
HOLIDAY SPECIALS
Lee Wrangler Lev!
Straight leg or Boot cut

13.98
Corduroys

Lee

Wrangler Lev!
12.98
Sale ends Sat

create your very own magic with
"Charlie" Very Very Natural Mascara
"Charlie"
Color Portf loios
-great gift ideas for
that special friend!

PMtPM. A potto* C«M containing
Fipth FfMK Ey«color Em* Eilit
Shmp lipgloti. Eat'a £■■'■ Shin*
Lipptick pod Sluahippl aiuth

Shop Leggett/Valley Mall
10-10 Mon.-Sat./ use your Leggett, VISA or Master
■ ^^/■•/.»<II»»»>»»»MI

t*jrx*mw**mmm* ******* .**J *

VI

Very Very Natural Mascara with Its roHon/brush
applicator* is a major advancement in the world
of beauty. One side rolls on color evenly, the
other side brushes it through lor wonderful separation ol lashes. Very, very natural and very, very
waterproof. It's the great optical illusion by Revton's "CharUe"-. Cry tears ol joy for your new
Charlie" mascara—you'll see what we mean.
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"Announcements
Visiting Scholars

Big Brother, Sister

The
Visiting
Scholars
Committee is seeking student
suggestions
for
1981-82
speakers. Send suggestions to
Box 2133 and include name
and telephone number.

The Harrisonburg
Big
Brother-Sister program will
hold a Christmas party Dec.
14, 2-4p.m. in the Fellowship
Room of Asbury Methodist
Church.

Med. Society
The Medical Society will
meet Dec. 10 at 6 p.m. in WUU
C. Films from the University
of Virginia will be shown
concerning plastic surgery,
kidney donation and coronary
bypass.

Nursing

Cash & Carry Foods

Applications for admission
to fall junior level nursing
courses must be received "by
Feb. 1. Application forms may
be picked up from and completed forms returned to
Wilson
313.

290 Chesapeake Dr. 433-1305

SchlitzBeer6pk
Snyders potato Chips
Aim toothpaste

1.99
.79
1.09

Borden Choc Chips

.99

Generic Brownie Mix

.75

N.O.W.
The HarrisonburgRockingham County chapter
of the National Organization
for Women will meet Dec. 9 at
7:30 p.m. in the downstairs
meeting
room
of
the
Rockingham County Library.
Major bills which affect
women and are awaiting 1981
General Assembly Committee
action will be discussed. The
public isinvited.

American
Gold & Silver Co.
Christmas Cash!!
Need Money for the Holidays?
... TURN YOUR GOLD, SILVER AND DIAMONDS
INTO INSTANT CASH !! !

Library Hours

Summer Jobs

The Office of Career
Planning and Placement has
applications for summer jobs
with TWA Services in
Yellowstone Park. Job opportunities include cooks,
waiters-waitresses,
sales
clerks, tour guides and
housekeeping. Information is
also available on summer jobs
in Seashore State Park in
Virginia Beach. Come by
Alumnae 206 for more information.

Hours at Madison Memorial
Library during exam week
will be: Dec. 12, 7:50-12 a.m.;
Dec. 13, 9-12 a.m.; Dec. 14,
12p.m.-2 a.m.; Dec. 15-18,
7:50-2 a.m.; Dec. 19, 7:505p.m.. The library will be
closed Dec.
20-21.

Chem. Society
The Chemical Society will
meet Dec, 9 at 6 p.m. in Miller
107. A guest lecturer will
speak on the topic "Computers
in
Chemistry."

London Program
The final meeting of participants in the spring
Semester in London will be
held Dec. 10 at 5:30 p.m. in
WUU E.

Tree Lighting
The annual Christmas Tree
Lighting Ceremony will be
held Dec. 12 at 6:30 p.m. in the
WUU first floor.

Basketball
Student tickets for James
Madison University's game
with UVa. Dec. 30 will be
available that day from 12:00
p.m. until 3:00 p.m. Students
may pick-up their tickets by
presenting their ID'S at the
ticket office in Godwin Hall.

Godwin Hours

Godwin Hall recreation
hours over Christmas Break
are Dec. 22-23, 2-4 p.m.; Dec.
24-Jan. 4, closed; and Jan. 5-9,
2-4 p.m.
All announcements should be typedouble spaced and brought to The
Breeie announcement box In me
Basement ol Wine Price Please specify
In what issue dates the announcement
should run. The deadline tor an
nouncements In the Friday issue Is noon
Tuesday and tor the Tuesday issue Is
noon Friday. Announcments will not be
accepted by phone.

Rockingham Motor Sales
Prime Northern
Goose Down
by CAMEL
'SKI JACKETS
zip off sleeves
regll50D now5995
also in stock
PARKASJACKETS,
. & SKI PANTS
(<8£j Rockingham Motor Sales ™

We buy Class Rings, Jewelry (any condition). coins

943 S. High St., Harrisonburg

before 1964, rare coins, pocket watches, sterling
silver flatware.

TOP PRICES PAID
We will beat any legitimate offer
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

Phone:703-434-1617

'aune 3
HAIR DESIGNS
114 Hawhis.
Harrisonburg. VA
The LateM in Hair Designing
With A Penoaal Touch

Come in, sit down, talk to us. We will be glad to answer
all your questions without any obligation

FOR MORE INFORMATION
call 433-7278 or 433-7271

Shampoo,
Hair Cuts and Blow Dry

10.00

Perms,
Body & Curly

25.00 4 up

Highlighting & Color

20.00 & up

and ask for John or Rick
Call for appointments with Wayne,
. Bobby , Kathy, or Penny.

v-~

UPB EVENTS
FRENZY

PSYCHO

9Jta

0"

Dec 10 7:30, 10:00

Dec 9 7:30,10:00

$1.25w/ID $1.75 guest G/S Theater

$1.25w/ID $1.75 guest G/S Theater

COAL
MINER'S
DAUGHTER

THE NEW

ALL STARS
December 11
8:30 $2.50

Dec 13 7:30, 10:00 Dec 12 7:30, 10:00
$1.25w/ID $1.75 guest
G/S Theater
"' "V..

--■„

Center Attic

....

Maxims
Student Coffeehouse
featuring

JIM SCARBOROUGH
DAVID NICHOLSON

STEVE POPE
RICHIEPANCOAST

TOM BALDWIN and NANCY ERIKSEN
Friday December 12
8:00pm FREE!!
_
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New music management company comes to area
By MARK SUTTON
A face will emerge on the Harrisonburg
music scene in January, when Landslide
Productions begins booking bands here.
Landslide has been planned since May 1979,
when owner and general manager Mark
Perthel left Thunder Productions to form his
own company. Since then, Perthel has worked
to build up a roster of bands and a network of
contacts that stretches from Philadelphia to
Atlanta.
"There are two ways to build a company up
from scratch," Perthel said. "You can build up
your organization slowly, and go before the
public on a strong base, or you can rush things,
and dash out unprepared to grab immediate
public recognition."
This philosophy, coupled with Perthel's
previous experience in the music business,
makes Landslide's chances for success look
pretty good. Perthel currently is negotiating

with Washington, D.C.'s Root Boy Slim, as well
as other, lesser known groups. Landslide's
expanding roster should include some 20 bands
by the beginning of 1981.
SOME OF the bands currently on the Landslide roster include Southern Wind, which
plays original southern rock; Primadonna, a
pop and Top 40 band from D.C.; Wave, a Top 40
dance band from Waynesboro; and Fancy
another Top 40 band from Philadelphia.
Within a year, Landslide should include a
subsidiary publishing wing, as well as an
autonomous promotion department.
Company owner Perthel has a unique history
in the music field. At age 15, he was an agent
for Stonegate music. He recorded an LP for
Epic records in 1976 called "Jeanne Dreams,"
which was never released. At 19, he was coriContinued on Page 15)
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Mark Perthel

Photo by Rick Slater
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Record industry mounts assault on piracy
By SCOTT BABCOCK
People crave music, new music.
They love it, need it and want it in
their lives.
However, in order for the public to
receive a steady flow of music, a
creative talent must be out there
writing and producing it. But those
creators, as well as the public, need to
have certain vital interests protected.
To serve this purpose is music
copyright law
Musicians, writers and producers,
are frequently ripped off by record
pirates, counterfeiters, duplicators
and by the pious music lovers of the
world who, through simply recording
LP's and broadcasts are costing the
music business an estimated $400
million a year. Therefore, music
copyright laws are tough and picky,
but for good reason.
WHAT ABOUT the public? Why do
we need protecting?
A new type of pirate has arrived on
the scene of.world commerce. Using
modern record-pressing machines
and high speed tape duplicators instead of flintlocks and swords, this
new pirate directly affects every
record purchaser.
The record pirate, stealing vast
sums each year, has in just the past 12
months caused $400 million in
domestic losses and over a billion
dollars worldwide, according to these
estiamtes from the music industry
and the FBI. According to an article
in the International Musician, future
music industry losses become larger.
A March 10 New York Times article
stated that conservative estimates
say that one in every 10 records and
one in every five tapes the public buys
are counterfeits. You and I could be
buying counterfeit records and tapes
without even knowing it.
THERE ARE three types of illegal
recordings. The first was a problem in
tho 1950's when old or out-of-date
records were recorded, pressed and
sold to the public. The offenders often
knew that they were breaking the law
but often got away with it.
Although the copyright laws at that
time were not very strict, they were
strict enough to benefit the record
publishers in court. Only record
collectors who buy under-the-table

exa/nine it as closely as possible. Try
to compare it to another copy. Be
wary of a quick, cheap buy. Counterfeit records and tapes are often of
poor quality and rarely sound clear or
last under normal use.
The music industry is making efforts to sink the record pirates.
Backed by the FBI, publishing firms
like ASCAP and BMI, armed with the
new music copyright laws, the industry is striking out hard.
On Dec. 6, 1978, 300 FBI agents
raided 19 sites in five states and seized
more than $1,000,000 worth of
equipment used for illegal taping and
recording. The FBI has recognized
the importance of stopping those
elements of organized crime involved
in record racketeering. New antipiracy laws have been installed in 49
states and anti-bootlegging laws in
eleven.

oldies need to worry about this type ot
illegal recording.
The second kind of illegal recording
is called the bootleg. It may be an
unauthorized recording of a concert,
show, or even an opera. Taping
something off the air is also illegal.
Plenty of people bootleg. Some are
simply avid fans who put their love of
music over the law, and others sell
bootlegs to those same fans.
THE THIRD, and largest kind of
piracy is by far the most destructive.
Every user and hu> PI of music should
be aware and nun lulirf this piracy.
While the other ivu jpes of illegal
recordings are often sold in plain
sleeves and are clearly different from
the legal product, no attempt is made
to fool either the buyer or the retailer
who sells them.
The big-time counterfeiters spend
big money to duplicate the package as
closely.as possible This.process in-.

voives expensive color printing and
quality artwork on the sleeves and
labels, requiring sophisticated minds
and machinery. There is evidence
that organized crime is involved in
record counterfeiting.
Some counterfeits are sold in
regular retail stores at regular prices.
The store buys them at a highly
reduced rate, sells them for the
regular price and pockets the extra
profit.
Most often, however, the records
and tapes are sold at gas stations, flea
markets, swap meets and discount
stores.
Counterfeits can often be detected
simply by subtle differences from the
original. Slight color differences,
clumsy application of a sticker or
label or even mushy sound can give
the counterfeit away.
IF YOU are suspicious of the
legitimacy of an album or tape,

JOINING THE FBI in the fight are
groups like the Recording Industry
Association of America, the International Federation of the
Phonographic Industries, ASCAP and
BMI. The most active of all the groups
in North America is the Recording
Industry Association of America. It
has special attorneys, employs
private investigators and has an antipiracy budget exceeding $1,500,000 a
year.
Everything points to an intensified
battle between the law and the record
pirates. The era of slap-on-the-wrists
fines is over. To make it even tougher
on the counterfeiters, the record
companies are about to test new
secret methods for making legal
record labels and disks easier to
distinguish from counterfeits.
While the world of copyright law is
messy and complicated, every consumer should have at least a small
understanding of how these laws
apply to them. Performing musicians
trying to make some bucks,
restaurant, pub and disco owners—
everybody who buys or sells music
should look into the music copyright
law.
The laws are tough and picky and
unfortunately, some law enforcers
have gone overboard, busting small
offenders to set examples. But the
laws are there to protect all lovers of
■TOW,
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Robbin
Thompson
Rocks
jOut

to the ballads.
His personable attitude brought the crowd to
the front-for the only encore, during which he
perched on the edge of the stage to shake hands
with his fans. This rare combination of friendly
informality in a highly polished stage show
was invigorating.
In addition to providing solid instrumental
accompaniment, guitarist Velpo Robertson,
keyboard player Eric Heiberg, bassist Mike
Lanning and drummer Bob Antonelli /contributed smooth back-up vocals.
The opening act, JMU rock quintet, Arznova,
was also well received by the audience. Their
performance was plagued by a major
technical foul-up which took Thompson's
roadies about 15 minutes to correcUThe band
was using Thompson's equipment.)
Arznova's musical sophistication overshadowed the delay, however, and the band
proved to be one of the best UPB opening acts
this year.
They performed a wide-ranging repertoire,
including a powerful set of original material,
which was extremely versatile for a group that
has worked together for only three months.
Lack of stage presence and an incompetent
light crew were the only hints of the band's
immaturity. Given time to iron out these flaws,
the group shows potential for a promising
future.

By DIANE F1TZPATRICK
As the lights dimmed in Wilson Hall Friday,
a mellow crowd of about 1,000 people settled in
for what they expected to be a "laid back"
concert. But the Robbin Thompson Band blew
away the casual atmosphere with a blast of
hand-clapping music, shaking the audience to
their feet with an impressive performance.
Despite his limited national exposure, it was
immediately obvious that Thompson, who has
worked closely with Bruce Springsteen and
Poco, is no newcomer to the performing world.
Opening with "Sweet Virginia Breeze," the
band played a number of cuts off their latest
release "Two B*s, Please" with an intensity
not found on the LP versions.
Their undefinable style, which Thompson
terms a "Southern rock alternative," is
characterized by a blend of country, rhythm
and blues, rock and pop styles. His band's
ability to blend this diversity into a cohesive
whole with refreshing originality is its major
attraction.
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Photo by Mlkt Bl«vin»

Robbin Thompson
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WITH HIS captivating stage presence,
Thompson, clad in what appeared to be a
designer referee uniform, easily held the
spotlight. His vocal expressiveness, combined
with his innocent appearance and almost
"boppish" gestures added emotional echelons

Magic proves mediocre in Center Attic date
By MIKE SHUTTY
Indeed, it had been a difficult week; characterized by
the seasonal nose-in-book
syndrome. With the threat of
exams haunting the near
future,
acute
cerebral
overload
suddenly
had
become a real possibility. Ah,
but finally it was Thursday
night, a time to sit back
comfortably and allow the
academic lobes to give way to
the purely sensual mode:
music and beverage. What an
excellent time to attend a
coffeehouse, and what excellent timing too; for the
UPB was featuring acoustic
bluesman Harry Walter at the
Center Attic.
Coffeehouses have been
known for their pleasant atmosphere and are unparalleled
for
their
therapuetic effect on even the
most
agitated
student.
Thursday promised to be no
exception: the lights were
dimmed to the warm flicker of
candlelight bulbs ' in an
assortment
of
inviting
colors—red, green, orange—
and the tables were dressed
fancifully in clean checkered
tablecloths.
The
entire
ballroom was transformed
into that quiet romantic
hideaway that resides in
everyone's mind—a place
where fond memories are
created

m-i

ADD A BIT of soft
acoustical guitar enjoyed with
a few sips of cool, bubbly ale,

and the stage is set for an
evening of easy listening and
interesting discourse. Casual
conversation takes on a new
and richer dimension as the
mind quietly transcends the
problems
of
everyday
existence. Many great intellectual curiosities have
been shared by candlelight.
This is traditionally what
coffeehouses are made of.
Opening the evening with a
selection of originals intermixed with a sampling of
popular tunes by such folk
artists as John Prine and
Norman Blake, guitarist Karl
Stoll received a warm
reception from a polite and
attentive crowd.
After the crowd was
thoroughly relaxed, Stoll was
joined by a second guitarist,
Wayne Creed, whose melodic
guitar passages added a little
pep into the set, giving it a
mellow rock flavor. From
wayward whiskey adventures
to heartbreaking women, the
pair sang about the usual
pains of the middle class
struggle, adding to it their
own folkish flatpicking touch.
IT WAS about time for a
second round of Budweiser
when suddenly a wave of
uncontrolled feedback rolled
from the small makeshift
stage like an onminous moan
sweeping across the room.
Without warning, a girl boldly
walked from the audience,
onto the stage, and shouted
intb" the microphone; • "Ytar

ready to party? Then let me
hear you scream." Was this
for real?
The delicate candle-flames
faltered in objection, and the
once healthy glow now bore
more of a resemblance to the
dungeon-dimness of an obscure rock palor. Intellectual
discourse vanished from the
lips of the coffeehouse
audience—such
was
the
impact of the volume-peaked

rock 'n' roll of JMU's newest
musical enterprise, Magick.
After a prolonged tuning
session interspersed with
sizzling practice-licks passed
between the guitars, Magick
ignited the ballroom. Opening
with a lengthy rendition o;
Molly Hatchet's "Dreams I'm
Never Gonna See," the
transition from front-porch
acoustics to the distorted
realm of southern rock was

Photo by Vo Naeay*

'Magick'iPam Beyerly%

complete. The candles and
tablecloths no longer belonged
here—rock 'n' roll presided.
DESPITE A tiny and
passive
crowd,
Magick
seemed determined to rock
their hardest. Their efforts
seemed overdramatic at
times, especially during an
inappropriate
heavy-metal
version of the Beatles' classic,
"Hard Day's Night" which
they literally butchered with
guitar-dominated virtuosity.
Aside from
this
overzealousness, Magick did prove
without a doubt that they
knew the meaning of rock 'n'
roll.
Both guitarists, Steve Hobbs
and Kieth Nicusanti, exchanged exiting leads with a
passion for buzzing distortion
and lightning speed. Unlike
many college bands, the
rhythm section—bassist J.T.
Thisdell and drummer Carl
Moyer—provided a dynamic
beat
free
from
the
monotonous 'bang-band, no
fills, no frills' approach to
keeping time. Add to this an
attractive female vocalist,
and you get a potentially
winning combination—
especially in today's machosexist world of rock 'n' roll.
By the end of the show, most
of the colorful candlebulbs sat
darkly extinguished; the
tableclothes were all ruffled,
and few persons remained. An
acoustical folk singer and a
misplaced rock band had been
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'Some people are easy to talk to and../
By DAVID LETSON
Some performers are easy
to talk to and others are not.
After Friday night's Wilson
Hall concert, drummer Rico
Antonelli of The Robbin
Thompson Band proved
•himself to be one of those who
is easy.
"This band has been playing
together full-time since October of 1978," Antondli said.

7f was probably
harder for us
because we never
did any copying'

Phot, by Mik. •l.vini

'You could a callus a Southern Rock Alternative'

* Landslide
(Continued from Page U)
porate president and co-owner of Thunder
Productions. And now he owns and operates
Landslide.
"When you come right down to it," he said,
"Landslide was all I ever really wanted to do.
The area of musical promotion and

management is one that leaves you a lot of
space to be creative and at the same time,
gives you a much longer career life expectancy
Tm very happy about the bands which we
have on the roster right now, and I think that
we can offer much to the Harrisonburg music
scene."

"It was different and probably
a little harder for us because
we never did any copying,
only original songs. But things
like Bobbin's commercial
jingles and our new recording
contract make it easier...but
then you still get places
(dressing rooms) like this."
We both looked around at the
small room we were in. There
were a few crumpled up
copies of The Breeze on the
floor—assorted sound
equipment, munchies, and
beer cans were scattered
everywhere—the
dismal
white walls were in need of
painting.
\ rONKLLI
SPOKE
frankly of what it was like to
be a member of a band trying
to make it beyond regional
success. "We have had only

Bah-Humbug...it's exam time again

GOT THE EXAM-CRAM BLUES?

SHAKE-EM at, J.M/S!

We know it's tough. . . all that studying. . . cramming. . . but you'll make it! Here's
what you should do - truck on over to J.M.'s! You can't learn anything on an empty
stomach. . . we've got just the thing to lubricate those brains! Besides great food,
your favorite beverages, good music and good company - we've got what you really need a relaxing break from the "EXAM-CRAM BLUES"!

GREAST FO^p/NTlM A.M.

PS . . . DON'T FORGET TO PICK UP A COPY OF OUR NEW MENU.

one week of vacation in the
last two years," he said with a
laugh, "and Robbin came
back looking worse than when
he left.
"Music is a business and it's
an krt It's hard to keep
growing, to get off the plateau
and up. And then there's that
decision you have to make
when you turn 30. You want to
have something at home, and
when you're young that really
doesn't matter. But you get
older."
Robbin Thompson, Mr. Two
B's himself, was a little
harder to crack. Attired in a
black and white polyester
outfit, he looked rather like a
stylish referee. He sat crosslegged in the same room as
Antonelli
and
myself,
seemingly as fixed in his chair
as he was with his words. Of
course coaxing vital quotes
from such a reluctant subject
is the challenge of an interviewer, but in light of the
fact that his wife was due to
deliver a baby that evening,
his hesitancy
was understandable.
I ASKED Thompson about a
certain consistancy to his
lyrics, namely his concern
with high school and its attendant loneliness. His reply:
"I graduated from a high
school in Florida...high school
was bitter to me...I don't have
anything more to say about
it"
Another subject was attempted. Robbin Thompson
and Bruce Springsteen played
together
in
an
early
Springsteen band called
"Steel Mill" in the early '70s.
One might ask how these two
came to play together and
what kind of an experience it
was to play with the man so
many affectionately call "The
Boss."
"I had a band and he needed
a singer," Thompson said. "I
sang and wrote, and he wrote,
played guitar and sang a
little." There was no further
elaboration.
Asked how he would
describe his particular brand
of music, Thompson answered, "I don't classify it I
let people like you classify it."
A window was open in the
room, and the incoming draft
caused someone to complain
about how cold it was getting.
"YEAH, THE temperature
too," I remarked. The
statement was meant as joke
to clear the tense atmosphere,
but it hit incredibly harder.
From the reactions around the
room, it was obvious to us all
that none of us cared to be
there any longer, and we could
try as we may, but this interview was over.
"You could call us a
Southern rock alternative,"
Thompson snapped, but to no
avail. I asked a few more
questions, not the kind you
want to know the answer to,
but just some ad libs that were
shot into the air to try to save
the now irreperably damaged
rapport between us.
"Is that all you need?"
Thompson stood up and asked
He went for his coat, <
could tell what answer he was
looking for. On key we all got
up, said goodbye, and filed out
of the>jrooov,' « I-.M.-, / .n- ,,■.

*J.
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Upset
W. Va. Tech uses outside bombardment to hand JMU loss

nkmi •<• •

Photo bv Mint Biivim

?£S 5St2,DJ"" H* ttttcayi ****** ■g'to.t West Virginia
Tech. With the M sophomore on the bench. JMU had rebounding
problems in the second half.
.'.'""■■«■

By RICH AMACHER
Unknown West Virginia
Tech came to James Madison
University Saturday and left a
vivid memory in the minds of
fans and players who witnessed the Golden Bears'
snatch an 80-78 overtime
victory, after a relentless
second half comeback.
Sedale Threatt hit a 10-foot
jump shot with :34 left in
regulation play to tie the score
at 72-72, sending the game into
overtime. Threatt's basket
also capped W.Va. Tech's
super effort that kept it in the
ballgame.
In the five minute extra
period the Dukes blew two
opportunities to break the
deadlock, but Linton Townes
missed the first end of a oneand-one and Tyrone Shoulders
could not connect on two attempts from the foul line.
W.Va. Tech's Al Porter then
hit one of his semi-patented
missiles to give the Golden
Bears their first lead since the
opening minutes of the contest.
Townes then missed a
jumper and W.Va. Tech
controlled again.
This time Kenny Smith hit a
10-foot jumper after grabbing
his own rebound, making it a
four point Golden Bear
margin which proved to be
insurmountable.
Shoulders' tap-in with 2:34
narrowed the lead to 76-74, but
W.Va. Tech's Ron Williams

wasted little time converting a
lay-up.
Townes hit a 15 footer from
the right baseline, once again
whittling the Golden Bears'
lead to two.
W.VA. TECH called a time
out with 1:39 remaining and
returned with instructions to
play keep away as long as
possible. Seemingly quicker
then JMU, the Golden Bears
executed the tactic well and
capitalized with :42 left when
Mordecai Jasper sunk a
reverse lay-up.
"I felt we did a great job
when we went to our delay
game," W.Va. Tech coach
Tim Brink ley said.
The Dukes' Charles Fisher,
who led the team with 23
points, came right back and
hit a clutch 30-foot high arching shot with :26 left and
JMU quickly called a time
out.
With .11 left David Dupont
almost stole the ball from
Porter at mid-court. Dupont's
effort created a jump ball of
which JMU gained control.
The Dukes used their last time
out to set up a play, but
Townes' shot from the right

baseline was blocked by
Jasper.
. .
With no time 'remaining,
Fisher got off a desperation
prayer that fell short as the
buzzer sounded.
Highlighting the Golden
Bears' performance were
Porter and Jasper. Porter led
all scorers with 29. When his
radar sensory was working,
the 6-foot-4 senior found the
intended target for 12 of his 29
inter-continental
launches,
which averaged 23 feet, as
well as a pair from 30.
JASPER TOOK charge of
the boards, pulling down a
game high 11 rebounds and
also added 14 points. The 6foot-8 junior enrolled at W.Va.
Tech measuring 6-feet with no
previous
basketball
experience and latched on with
the Golden Bears as their
manager. Two years later he
had grown eight inches, made
the squad and cracked the
starting lineup taking over at
center.
W.Va. Tech's rally for its
fourth straight win began in
the final seconds of the first
half.
(Continued on Page 18)

Langlinais returns
■

*

Grapplers crush foes
By DAVE FACINOU
Brian Langlinais led the James Madison
University wrestling team to a dual meet
victory Saturday over Towson State
University and Western Maryland
College.
Division I Towson and Western
Maryland, a Division III entrant, posed
little trouble for the Dukes as JMU downed
Towson 44-5 and Western Maryland 43-4.
Langlinais, wrestling at the 134 weight
class, had two victories, one each against
Towson and Western Maryland. The win
upped the Dukes' dual meet record to 2-0
this year.
Assistant JMU wrestling coach John
Licata said the win was a big one for the
Dukes, but also pointed out both schools
just were not on the same caliber with
JMU. "They both had good squads.
Western Maryland had just come off a 51-0
win, but we outmanned them," he added.

■»"

.

UCATA ALSO claimed the Dukes did
not have their best line-up in the match.
Paul Morina and Chuck Herb were not
available to participate and will not
wrestle until next semester. Morina is a
transfer student and will become eligible
in January. Herb is one credit hour short
and therefore academically ineligible until
next semester.
Licata was no>, toUUy pleased.with

JMU's performance. Even though we won
by the big scores we still were a little
sluggish," he commented.
The goal in the match was to give exposure to some of the younger wrestlers,
according to Licata and head coach Dick
Besiner. Langlinais, who was redshirted
last year because of stomach problems,
got two much-needed matches.
BESNIER ALSO was pleased with the
team's performance. "We wrestled
aggressively which is what we strive for,"
he said. "Some of the guys wrestled better
in the second match because their first
match was in the morning which makes it
tougher."
Other double winners for the Dukes were
Alex Boyar at 126, Gary Corwin at 142,
Mike Gallo at 167, Dan Corbin at 177, Bob
Bass at 190 and Anthony Gillespie at
heavyweight.
Single winners were Joe Puntureri at
118, Scott Palmer at 118, Bob Carmichael
at 142 and Tom Stewart at 150.
The Dukes' next match was slated for
Friday against Old Dominion University
but because of a scheduling problem the
match is postponed until Jan. 7.
Both Besnier and Licata maintain the
Dukes will be in better shape for the ODU
match next semester. ...............

Phofo by Chariot A. Wti..

SCORING 23 points is great for Charles Fisher but Coach Lou
C'ampanelli says he waute-a more balanced scoring attack from
his JMU team.
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'You better be serious

Lady ruggers a special breed

By KEVIN CROWLEY
Those few spectators who
attend the early Saturday
afternoon rugby contests
know the field well. They sit
atop a thick, weedy, manmade hill across from 1-81,
directly opposite Hanson Hall.
With a view of campus, the
southeastern suburbs
of
Harrisonburg and a lot of
trucks, both spectators and.

Hacking Around
players must hike quite a
route to get to the James
Madison University rugby
field.
A tunnel underneath 1-81,
which leaks a slimy green
water-gasoline mixture, opens
up
into—guess
what?—
another JMU construction
site. The empty shell of our
new intramural combinationbasketball-racquetball-tennisand-pinball center stands like
the rib cage of some ancient
dinosaur,
petrified
and
guarding.
TO GET FROM the tunnel
to the field you'll first need
knee-high wading boots to
trudge through the mud and

lakes which dominate the
construction site, up a small
mountain, which slopes at an
,87 degree angle (and I suggest
you hire a guide and bring
along a tent, since' most
choose to break the hike into a
two day trek) and there sets
the field, a vision of order and
serenity contrasted to the
construction pit you've just
climbed out of.
As you stand atop "Rugby
Hill"—panting—you've got to
wonder if the trip up is . . .
maybe a message?
Maybe these crazy rugby
players are trying to tell you,
"you had better be as serious
about coming to these games
as we are about playing
them."
Serious in a clean competitive manner. After all,
rugby is a gentlemen's sport,
and you'd better put your nose
in the air when you say that.
BUT WHILE everyone
knows the characteristics of
that strange bird, "the
rugger," a man who eats raw
meat and Pabst Blue Ribbon
bar bottles before the game,
little is known of that special
breed, "the woman rugger."
Some Saturday mornings
the daughters of naval captains and insurance salesmen,
political science and art
majors, probably your b -st
friend's sister, maybe even
your best friend, girls who
look like the type that would
cringe if you spit, and some
who look like All-State high
school linebackers, meet on
"Rugby Hill" to try and rip
each other's face off.
Basically, the game is new
to most of the JMU women

I
4

SOME LOOK like they would cringe if yon spit
and some look like linebackers, tat both
breeds meet on "Rugby Hill" to try and rip
ruggers, who still are timid
about being bruised and
battered, but hell-bent on
trying and their determination usually exceeds
their ability.
TO SEE THESE girls play
completely conflicts with the
traditional view of "college
women,"
(if
such
a
generalization can be made)
and therein, I think, lies the
appeal for the spectator.
The players seem to enjoy
breaking from this mold, and

••»••• ay Rick Malar

each other's face off. Lady rugger, are a breed
apart, conflicting with the view of the
traditional college woman.

apart from the drunken
bashes which proceed, occur
during and after each game,
that is certainly one of the key
attractions for most girls.
Besides, everyone needs an
outlet for frustration, and
rugby provides a healthy vent,
but more important.. .it looks
like a hellava lotta fun.
The game itself looks like a
stripped down, pure version of
football, with more running,
passing, hitting, while using—
get this—an overinflated
football.
The rules are enforced by a

referee who halts play to
explain each violation to the
girls. Tempers are seldom lost
and the good nature continues
following the game at a party
provided by the home team.
This fall the JMU women
ruggers earned a 1-7 record;
their only victory, a moral,
booster, came against the
Turkeys of Va. Tech. in
Blacksburg.
Scores and records fade
none too quickly, but for the
women the experience lingers
and this notice of their effort is
overdue and well deserved.

Gymnasts second
to Slippery Rock
By GEORGE MARCOCCIA
Problems on the balance beam and parallel bars eliminated
any hopes of a first place finish for James Madison University's
women's gymnastic team in its season opener Friday in Godwin
Hall.
The Duchesses accumulated 117.15 points to finish slightly off
the pace set by Slippery Rock State College which captured first
with 119.85. Longwood College filled the final position with a score

of uo.8.

MM* ay v« Nataya

Gymnasts
set record
in opener
flIWI »".11'V 'JIM'

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY compiled its Ugliest
team score ever but still finsihed last la the initial men's
gymnastics meet of the season. At Godwin Hall Friday
the Dukes were defeated by North Carolina State and
Slippery Rock. David Carter was JMU's highest overall
scorer as he contributed M.2S of the Dukes' 1(8.8 points.
He finished second in the floor exercises and pommel
horse and sixth overall. The only other JMU gymnast to
place was Dave Rawllngs who earned a third place In
the high bar competition. Pre-season practice began
some time ago for the Dukes and shown above is Vlnny
Bauer working out In the vaulting event.
i i
I I4»' ' '■ I ■ ft

Stephanie Mann, a JMU freshman who belongs to the MG
Athletic Club in Silver Springs, Md., finished second in individual
scoring with 30.65 points.
Mann placed first among her teammates in the bars and beam
and took second both in the floor exercises and vault
Liz Mautner, a sophomore, was the Duchesses' best in the vault
with 8.75, while freshman Janet Mullin was tops for JMU in the
floor exercises, notching a score of 7.66.
DUCHESSES' coach Hayes Kruger seemed pleased with his
team's 117.15 score. 'The scaring system for women has changed
drastically. The International Scoring System which JMU uses
means that although we are reasonably happy with 117.15, under
last year's scoring we would have scored 130," Kruger said adding, "And nur best last year was 131.8."
Problems on the beams and bars obviously decreased the
team's score, the coach pointed out, especially since sophomores
Mautner and Ann Czapiewski fell off the parallel bars. Kruger
added that all his team's routines on the bars will have to be made
more difficult, to receive higher scores.
AS AN EXAMPLE. Kruger cited Mann's bar routine: "There
are four classes of gymnastics, one to four with four being the
hardest. Stephanie's bar routine was class one which devalued
her"
It was no surprise that Slippery Rock won Friday's event, since
it is ranked fifth in the nation in Division II.
JMU did get some revenge by downing Longwood, however, a
college that defeated the Duchesses in a dual meet last year and then again' in last season's State Championshi|W.' * ™ '-'' '

*J
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Dukes break 13 school records

Swimmers fifth in Virginia championships

-

By DANNY FINNEGAN
James Madison University's men's swimming team
placed fifth in the Virginia
Intercollegiate Championships held this weekend,
and Coach Charles Arnold was
pleased with the team's
overall performance.
"More important than our
fifth-place finish, as far as
we're concerned, is the fact
that we had such a fine performance so early in the year,
because we usually don't peak
until the end of the season,"
Arnold said.
"Anytime you break or tie
13 records, you're doing
something right"
Despite breaking many of
the school's records, JMU
finished no higher than third
in any single event. UVa.
dominated much of the
competition, capturing first
place with S26.S points.
Virginia Tech finished
second recording 514 points.
FAR OFF THE pace was
Old Dominion University

which compiled 218 points to
place a distant third.
JMU tallied 168.5 points. •
According to Arnold, the
"two powerhouses in this state
as far as swimming goes" are
Virginia Tech and UVa. "and
they proved it this weekend."
"They're out of our league
due to their depth and the
amount of money they pour
into their program's," he
continued. "I don't know if
JMU will ever have that kind
of program."
The Dukes were ted by the
third place finish of the 400-yd.
freestyle relay team of Steve
Vahale,
Stuart
Burdete,
Wilson and Chris Laid. Jack
Brooks replaced Laiti in the
finals.
Arnold termed the team
"phenomenal,"
as
they
shaved eight seconds off the
school record.
Vahle also took fourth in the
100-yard backstroke.
Mark West's three final
dives moved him up five
places in the standings, as he
took sixth in the three-meter

diving.

LEADING THE recordsmashing weekend for JMU
was Kriss Wilson, who broke
two individual school records
and was part of three relay
teams which combined to

break six more records.
Wilson broke the school
record in the 50 yard free-style
twice, broke the record in the
100 yard free-style and participated on the 400-yard
medley and free style relay
teams. He also swam with the

800-yard
team.

in the second half," Brink ley
said.
IN THE SECOND half
W.Va. Tech twice fell behind
by as many as eight, but never
allowed the Dukes to run
away with it.
Defeating JMU marked the
first time W.Va. Tech an
NAIA member had ever
beaten a Division I school,
according to Brinkely. "We've

been close to beating Division
I teams before, including the
University of Richmond," he
said.
The loss evened the Dukes'
record at 2-2, but Campanelli
is hopeful that some experience has been gained. "If
we did take them game lightly
then maybe it will teach us a
lesson. But I don't think we
did," Campanelli said.

free-style

relay

Other individual record
breakers were Mike Clark in
the 100 and 200-yard breaststroke and Jeff Dzorba in the
200-yard butterfly.

•Upset
(Continued from Page 16)
The Dukes had taken
control of the tempo late in the
half, and built a 10-point lead
as they reeled off three
straight buckets,, two coming
on fast breaks.
But the Golden Bears' sliced
JMU's margin in half as
Jasper converted on a
rebound and Williams swished
a 25-footer at the buzzer.
This change in momentum
proved to be a major turning
point in the contest.
"We felt that only being
down by five at halftime, no
better than we had played
offensively, we had a chance

ra

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
JOB RESPONSIBILITIES
(Undent Advisors or* involved In the monagement and
operation of the University's 24 res idanca halls Residen'
Advuon osslst students with their continuing personal
ond lociol ad|u»tm«nt by acting at advisor, torn •tineas
poor counselor, ond by working closely with the
professional itoft of the Student AHairs Division.

Q</>

SELECTION CRITERIA
Candidates should possets ob 11 titles in the areas of
communication, leadership, organization, creotivil/ond
academic achievement. They should demonstrate a
willingness to assume o responsibility for the
development of on effective bring and learning
environment-

REQUIREMENTS
A 2.0 cumulative grade point overage is required prior to
thefIrtt day of employment. Durstf the term of
employment. Advisors must limit their acodemlc course
load to 17 under graduate credit hours or 12 graduate
credit hours.

£

JAMESMADISON UNIVERSITY IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
NIOHM ATIONAI MEETINGS Will IE HELD IN EAOI
RESIDENCE HAIL DECEMBER 9- II.

CONTACT A RESIDENCE HAIL STAFF MEMIER FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

THE
OUTFITTERS!
785 East Market Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
Teleohone f703^ 4.13-9547

DON'T GET CAUGHT IN THE COLD
T.M.
[P &

THE
NORTH
FACEI

A

« s

DOWN Parkas & Vests

THINSULATE Vests
HIKING AND
BACKPACKING
BOOTS

GofbriV.
etr Schlitz makes it qreat.

ALSO SWEATERS bvROYALROBBIN
100% Cotton Corderoy,Cham& Flannel
Shirts by FORCE 10
Boot & Field <£ Raw Sox
L

X-COUNTKY. DOWN HILL, UKASS Ski RENTALS
|H weekdays, tin weekends, $5 nites
ASK ABOUT OlIH HAIN-(||K(K HOI .ICY
.

"You do if
JS

^

"Rent-g-Shop"

space to...

"at Roy V

-wash/wax/shampoo,
etc.
-"-»'■'"«-'
»"-"H—<---tune-up/oil change, etc.

#

<K

Free Professional advice 11
open AAon-Sat 8-7pm 433-2026 or 433-0868
1501 S. Main St. (at Raven station)

Roy's

Auto Clean Up
Luigi's Presents
its New

Only $1.95
Onions and green peppers
free for the asking!
Extra Toppings .45* ea

STOP BY
AND GIVE IT A TRY
1010 S.Main
433-1101

1059S.High
433-0077

(Continued from Page 3)
pastries, soft drink syrup,
candy, etc.
The quality of the soft
drinks and hot drinks are
supposedly set at manufacturer recommended levels,
which are checked and adjusted periodically, according
to Blume. He added that if
anyone complains to vending
services about the merchandise quality, the levels
will be checked and adjusted
for accuracy.
Vandalism has been a
problem in the past but, ac-

SUNSHINE SPORTS
703/434-7679
124 S.Main
Harrisonburg, Va,

PIZZA SUB
Our own tasty pizza sauce
spread on a 9" sub roll covered
with provolone cheese and one
of your favorite toppings

•k Vending

SKISAIE!
Ski Wear 10-30% off
Ski Packages (Skis, Poles & Bindings)
"P to 30% off
All Ski Accessories 10% off
Certified Technicians on duty
...Let them check your bindings
and tune yourskis
Ski Rental Available
20% off all Warm-up Suits
OPB4 DAILY TILL CH RISTMAS
9 till 9 Mon.-Fri.
9-5 Saturday

It's Our Gala

CHRISTMAS PART V!
VSfed. Nite Tin

SANTA will be here - NO COVER
wrath music by Spun Gold
WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS THE NIGHT WHEN SANTA WILL SPEAK THOSE FAMOUS WORDS YOU
LOVE TO HEAR. . . (and you know what we mean!)

MORE OUTRAGEOUS THAN GRAND OPENING NIGHT! DON'T ASK FOR DETAILS. . . BE HERE
•v

- J
cording to Blume, it "has not
been
bad
this
year."
Previously, machines have
been unplugged, had glass
broken out, and even had a
fire set in the microwave in
the commuter student lounge.
This year, the only machine
remaining in the commuter
lounge is a cigarette machine
since the other machines in
the lounge never generated
enough revenue to justify
their presense, Blume said.
Chandler Hall may have the
most extensive line of vending
machines, including a coffee
machine, soft drink machine,
candy and pastry machine,
milk machine, a sandwich and
cold juice machine and a
microwave oven to heat the
sandwiches. All are found on
the main floor where the post
office boxes are located.
Leslie
Stevens,
head
resident of Chandler, said the
machines are used a great
deal, not only by Chandler
residents, but also by other
students as well.

•Safety
(Continued from Page 3)
resistant and are so labeled,"
he added.
MacNutt was a National
Fire Protection Association
member in Bridgeport, Conn.
when the Providence College
fire occurred. He recalled the
dormitory hallway being
described as a "tunnel of fire
which raced fast enough to
overtake students who ran
down the hallway."
The Providence College
dorm was fireproof, as are the
JMU dormsr MacNutt said.
"It wasn't the building that
burned, but all of the combustible
materials
the
students brought into it."
MacNutt discussed the use
of string lights. "Only use
those lights which are UL or
FM approved," he said,
"Never use indoor lights for
outside decorating because
they are not manufactured to .
withstand temperature
variations and are not
waterproofed.
To insure that safety
regulations are adhered to,
safety surveys will be conducted. All unauthorized
trees, greens and combustible
decorative items will be
removed,
accoriding
to
MacNutt.

Music grant
received here
The music department at
James Madison University
has received a grant award of
$46,000 through the Virginia
State Council of Higher
Education's "Maintenance of
Excellence" program.
The award is there for the
1980-82 biennium to expand
the department's visiting
artists program, according to
Dr. Joseph Estock, professor
of music and head of the
music department at JMU.
The funds will specifically
go to establish the Grant for
Excellence Guest Artist
Series including the MidAtlantic Keyboard Festival,
held in September, and the
Contemporary Music Festival
set-for-February*'
i » a .. * a
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NOW THEN, MISS HUAN,

Help Wanted

uouu>Y0UPt£Asemi.

mctwrwttcoeNIZBin.oemcm*

COLLEGE STUDENTS:
Swimming pool company has
summer openings for drivers,
helpers and warehousemen.
We are interviewing during
Christmas break. Call Mr. E.
Schirmer for appointment
(703) 534-1400.
Potomac
Chemicals, Falls Church,
Virginia.
STUDENTS, you earn a
percentage, we do the work.
If interested please phone
Denards at 434-4760. Ask for
Mrs. Moore.

' *

COLLEGE STUDENTS:
Swimming
pool
supply
company
has
summer
openings for general office
work. We will be interviewing
during Christmas break. Call
Mrs.
Simpson for appointment. (703) 534-1400.
Potomac Chemicals, Falls
Church, Virginia.
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer, year-round.
Europe,
South America, Austrailia,
Asia. All fields. $500-$l,200
monthly. Sightseeing. Free
information. Write: IJC, box
52-VA4, Corona Del Mar, CA
Wanted: Sports reporters for
WMRA radio. Contact Elliot
Wiser at 6221 for information.

For Sale

by Garry Trudeau
vs. mis coMWGtmw
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by Matt Wagner

Our Hero

,'
^ THAT'5 /v\Y MOTTO!
GET THE JOB DONE,
AMD DON!T TAKE

tt\fi& HAS LOCATED THE
H^E-OUT OF RETtHED60*11
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FOR SALE: Fisher 45 watt
receiver, Fisher turntable
with cartridge, cassette deck
and two 75 watt speakers. 8
months old, paid $950, will sell
for |600 or best offer.
Daytime, 433-9265. Night, 3502259.
FOR SALE: Head 360 skis
(200 CMS). Soloman bindings
and poles included. Price;
$115 or best offer. Contact
Cliff at 433-2938 or write P.O.
Box 854.
FOR SALE:
If you or
anyone you know needs a
housing contract, please call
Mike Dudley at 433-5671 (on
campus) SOON!!
DEADHEADS - Original
"Dire Wolf' T-shirts limited
edition.
Great Christmas
presents for any Deadhead
Call 433-0458 and order yours
soon'
FOR SALE: Male housing
contract for spring semester.
Contact Joe. 433-5564, Box
3299 or Spotswood, Room 37.

yue kMTkiecdi
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Roommates

by Tom Arvis
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Services
COLLEGE TYPING AND
EDITING
SERVICES:
Typing and editing of theses,
term papers, and other
reports. Paper provided.
Free pick up and delivery.
CaU 896-5921.
TYPING SERVICE:
17
years experience; dissertations, theses, reports, etc.
Call Mrs. Price, 879-9935.

Do Drop Inn

TePAY* HCADLUC
/STORNJ IS TW*T

K\c*ntoM- rttfH,
<S MCK./V7WE

Wanted
FEMALE

ROOMMATE
to
sublease
apartment at Squire Hill. Two
bedroom, two bath townhouse.
Available immediately or
next semester, $100.00 per
month this utilities. Contact
SuaiD.amamd.1
WANTED

<"/,-~-i'f",£

by Mark Legan
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Wanted

Madisonman

GUITAR PLAYER
NEEDED for local rock band.
Singing ability desired. Call
Mike 433-1363 or Rusty at 1886-0142.
GRADUATE
STUDENT
SEEKS APARTMENT to
share with other graduate
students as of January l, 1961.
Please call Ed at (703) 9710196.

by Scott Worner

GET A LOAD OF THE CLOTHE: S
HE WEARS, DEFINITELY NO.
CLASS.
/_£/** e»T HA-MA-H*'

ListeNf>ftgp*How'p yoy
LIKE T5~^g MY FIST,

For Rent
SQUIRE
HILL ROOM
AVAILABLE
for
spring
semester. $108.00 per month,
plus share utilities with two
others. Pay rent till May 15th.
Call Jim at 433-2427.
APARTMENT FOR RENT:
Ideal for safety.
One
bedroom apartment. Washer
and dryer included. Call 4339335 after 5:00 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
AVAILABLE.
Washer, dryer, dishwasher,
cable TV. Call Karen M. at
433-1540 or write Box 2212.
FOR RENT: Large room:
Furnished with waterbed, $110
a month, new kitchen, cable
T.V., radio.
Beginning
January. Call Jeff at 434-2459
FOR RENT:
Threebedroom
apartment.
Available January 1,1981. Intown, two miles from campus,
call George 433-2019 or Dave
833-2491.

Found
FOUND:
CASIO pocket
calculator near Duke Fine
Arts Building.
Contact
Martha, Box 882.
ft

Star Truckers

by Tom Arvis

Personals

UNCLE JACK, for your 19th
birthday you got a union card
and a wedding coat. For your
20th birthday you're gonna get
crushed! Have fun at the
cadillac ranch! Love and
farts. Baby Snooks.

THE LITTLE SISTERS OF
SIGMA NU wish all the Sigma
Nu brothers good luck on
exams and we hope you all
have a merry Christmas.
''

.

Schlitz Malt Liquor

DON'T SAY BEER
-SAY BULL!
-

MIDWAY MARKET
157 Warsaw A ve 434-7948
Behind the New JM's
Mon-Wed

Bud IZoz.cansZ.19
M olson
2*99
, PabstlZpK. 3.69
Ortliebs
1.29
Old Mill 1/4 keg
15.95
Tubor g Gold 1/2 keg 23.95
Pretzels 4 lb. box
3.89
Mama's Cookies assort, flavors 3/1.59
Slim Jims spicy 24 ct.
4.90

CONNIE, NANCY.
ELIZABETH, BRENDA: I
love each of you in a very
special unforgetable way. I
miss ya already! Goodbye, I
love you PELLA.
SCRUBS:
We've heard
musicians do it with rhythm . .
Canadians, too.
Winecoolers and the "Best of
Bread" make the best of
times. We're looking forward
to more of the same. Love,
your 1st honorary "Scrubette"
,and Cat. (P.S.) You're lucky
the name doesn't necessarily
apply.
DOUG S., We only did it
'cause we love you!! Don't be
hurt!! Topsy-Turvy.
HAPPY
DECEMBER
BIRTHDAYS TO:
Tim
Cockrell. Tim Rollo, Pete
Taylor, Paul Majka. Paul
Holland, Lee Chapman, Brett
Dunlap, Glen Foreman, Dave
Moore and Scott Owen, from
the Sigma Nu Little Sisters.
JAN. Hello there! You have
a great day. Keep smiling!
Love, Pssst! It's me.
LISA S. PADDOCK. Happy
birthday!
You're finally

legal!
Love,

Suites

Congratulations!
Your roomies and

TO THE SILENT (BUT
EVER CHARMING)
FLUTIST IN W-P. Your smile
was so nice on the Wine-Price
steps Thursday, there's got to
be a neat person underneath.
Can't we just meet sometime as acquaintances, comrades,
pals, enemies, whatever? I
think the BOSS can sympathize. Please let me know,
ex animo. TO THE TIMID
TRUMPETER
Try a
suggestive telegram. - THE
BESPECTACLED STICK SWINGER.
HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY TO: Jeb Ramsey
from the Sigma Nu Little
Sisters.
A Tae Kwon Do dub will be
formed next semester at
JMU. Watch for more informatioa
All classified «ds should be brought to
The Breeze office In the basement of
Wine-Price, with payment enclosed and
issue dates specified, no later than noon
Tuesday for Friday's issue, and no later
than noon Friday for Tuesday's issue.
Rates ares's for 0-15 words. *1.50 for 2»
50 words. U.50 for 51 '5 words, and $.05
for each additional word above '5.

Headquarters

CHRisrmflss^tPu^
Frmtt Gift Wrap
• CHEESE
B0AR0S- Ova. 40
>"• CkOOM Ftaej

• GLAZED FRUITS
- JAMS Mai
JEUIES

■ GIFT B>.«: ITS
(MA0E TD
0R0ET.I
• CAN0IE •
• FAHCY CfOKIES
• WIN:

• GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR THE UN.' ECIDE0
All IEGAI BEVERAfttS r, PICKX SJPPUF.S

60W WATEKST HARRISON8URG
PHONE 434-7647
110 S JERWSONST. LEXNGTON
PHONE 434-3338
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Viewpoin t

Policies unfair

Stop growth
James Madison University's new policy of rejecting .transfer
applicants into communication arts or business is unfair. Unfortunately, it seems to be the only quick solution to a complex
problem.
It is unfair to reject some transfer applicants while accepting
other, perhaps less qualified applicants simply on the basis of
major. Also, it is unfair to reject applicants without explaining
why they were rejected, as JMU has done.
It is unfair that the popular departments are suffering from
their popularity. Dr. Rex Fuller, head of the communication arts
department, says "many of our most successful students are, or
have been, transfers." The department's quality will suffer
without well-qualified transfer students.
But fairness had to be sacrificed to quickly solve the overcrowding problem. Business and communication arts departments have more students than their faculty can handle, and the
state will not allow those areas to hire more faculty. The new
policy provides a quick solution without being unfair to students
already enrolled here.
The overcrowding problem has stemmed from JMU's growth.
The state has tried to control growth here by placing limits on
student population, but the university has exceeded those limits
several times. It seems that there is a cycle of overenrollment.
the state raising the limits, and JMU then exceeding the new
limit This year, JMU is overenrolled by about 400 students.
As enrollment grows, the state increases funds for teachers and
facilities, allowing overall growth here. But overenrollment has
its price.
Overenrollment caused the withdrawal of Gina Graff earlier
this semester, because she could not get any classes in her
communication arts major or general studies program.
Overenrollment has caused business classes where students are
"in the aisles and elbow to elbow," as Business Dean William
Hanlon describes them. Overenrollment has caused the unfair
transfer policy.
But JMU is not trying to control its overenrollment. JMU
President Ronald Carrier has said that the school will seek to
maintain its present (over)enrollment. Enrollment has increased
in the past despite "plans" to hold it
It seems that JMU wants a quick solution, rather than confronting its overenrollment problem. Long-term, responsible
solutions are needed.

•*«■•

Enrollment growth should stop unless the state also grants a
proportionate increase in teachers. JMU should not continue its
game of exceeding limits and then exceeding increased limits.
Also, enrollment in crowded majors should be limited, if
necessary, by accepting only the most qualified applicants,
rather than automatically rejecting transfer applicants. The
music department here uses auditions to limit its enrollment.
Pair treatment of students and applicants and departmental
quality are being sacrificed for growth. Such growth is reckless
and should be stopped.
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Lengthen final exams period
By J. STEPHEN HUFFORD
Twas the night before Finals
And all thru the 'Burg
Not a creature is stirring
Everyone is a Nurd!
The lines are laid out
On the mirror with care.
And the sound of snorting
Resounds through the air.
The ingestion of amphetamines is only one
consequence of the semi-annual ritual of
taking finals here at James Madison
University. Certainly JMU is not the only
school where some students speed during
exam week.
But the system here of administering all
finals in one five-day period certainly con-

The five-day exam period seems to be a
perverse way of torturing an exhausted
student at the end of three months of incessant
pressure.
Professors also would benefit from a longer
exam period. A seven-day exam period would
give students more flexibility to take exams,
thus giving teachers more time to grade and to
record finals. It is inevitable that teachers will
be faced at some time with the problem of
grading and recording last day finals, but they
face that problem now.
Undoubtedly no one in the university wants
to tack two more days onto the beginning or
end of a tiresome semester. What I am
proposing, rather, is an exam period that
would start on a Thursday and end the
following Friday.
The exams themselves might be administered from Friday to Friday, excepting

A longer finals week would reduce
cramming and pressure—it would allow
more time for studying
tributes to this and other harried student and
faculty behavior.
There is much to be said for lengthening
finals "week".
Many teachers would agree that cramming a
semester's worth of material into one's head
(only to be forgotten as soon as the exam is
over) weakens comprehension in the long run.
Students have a tendency to say to themselves
after an exhausting exam, "Well, that's over
with I'll forget all that and move on to
something else." Such reaction is only natural
when one is faced with four-to-six exams,
many of which are comprehensive, in five
days.
In short, the goal of higher educationpreparing oneself for future employment, is
not serviced by the five-day exam period.
The notion that such a high-pressure environment prepares a student for similar
situations he may encounter in a job is dubious.
The conscientious student faces pressure all
through the semester—readings, papers,
exams and presentations continually challenge
the student.

the weekend, giving students all day Thursday
to prepare for Friday exams. There are other
possibilities: the same Monday through Friday
exam week, with a four day preparation
period, or perhaps Saturday exams.
Such proposals are not radical—they are
already in effect at many colleges across the
nation. Sacrificing one class period from each
class is not such a great loss when one considers the benefits of greater material comprehension and less pressure on students and
teachers. Teachers simply would have to
better budget their class time. Since many
teachers cancel at least a class or two per
semester, the loss of one period is not great
JMU is not a place that readily changes its
schedule. Student pressure is required for such
a change is to come about. This project might
be something that our oft-maligned student
government could push to produce some
tangible success to show the student body.
It would be a worthwhile effort. If you agree,
let your student representative know. In the
meantime, get your mirrors and razors out and
i dig in for another finals week.

"Readers'

Advice shared

Forum.

The transition

Santa: reschedule class times
To the editor:
Christmas is coming up
fast. Everyone's hustling to
get the shopping done and
little kiddies are writing their
letters to Santa. I sat down at
my desk and wrote a letter to
Santa figuring he could help
me out with my minor
frustrations. I hope he doesn't
think I'm being too childish in
my grievances and understands that grown-ups, like
children, have wishes too. So
here's my letter:
Dear Santa,
I'm a student at James
Madison University and have
been a good girl this fall
semester by avoiding parties
and staying in my cubbyhole
at Presidential Apartments
studying. There are a few
things I'd like changed and I
hope you can help me out.
The people above me seem
to think no one lives below
them. Could you remind them
to not walk like elephants
through their apartment, talk
and laugh loudly and hammer

after 11 p.m.? Being good
girls, my roommate and I
want to go to sleep early even
if they don't go to bed until 2
a.m.
The schedule of classes
came out last month but for
some strange reason fewer
copies were printed than there
are students. How about
putting in a word for those of
us who didn't get a copy?
Thanks.
Speaking of classes, add a
few more class times for the
more popular classes so
everyone can have a chance to
take them.

If by some miracle it is
possible, maybe the food could
be improved in D-hall. I'm
sure if you tried it, you would
definitely agree. But just to be
safe, let one of your reindeer
try it first.
Just out of curiosity, maybe
you could give JMU a ski lift
to get up Wine-Price hill.
Last of all, a bigger
bedroom for our apartment
would be appreciated. Bunk
beds are such a drag,
especially since we moved
into the apartments to get
away from the dorm lifestyle.
Better yet, maybe you could
just add a small bedroom so
we could get up in the morning
at the time we want to without
disturbing each other.
Thanks, Santa. I'm sure
you'll do the best you can. See
you soon on Christmas Eve.
Love,
Gail
P.S. There will be milk and
cookies in the kitchen if I'm
still out partying when you get
to my house.
Gail Leitch

Consumers, beware the advertiser
To the editor:
Consumers, beware of the
persuaders! The persuaders
we are talking about are
advertisers. They have ways
to manipulate one's buying
decisions, causing one to

Letters
Letters to the editor
should be sent to The
Breeie, Wine-Price.
Letters should be typed
double-spaced and include
the author's name, address
and telephone number.

spend money wastefully.
Advertisers accomplish this
through three major methods.
Reasoning is the first approach, and is often demonstrated through testimonials.
In other words, the advertiser
convinces the consumer that
certain products are better
than competing brands by
stating factual evidence.
The second approach, which
is the most widely used, plays
on the emotions of the consumer. The advertiser attempts to entice the consumer
by satisfying his or her needs
or desires.
Credibility is the key to the

third method of advertising.
Advertisers frequently employ famous actors or actresses who the consumer
identifies with. Consequently,
they hope to increase the
credibility of a product
through familiar faces, which
in turn should make the
consumer buy the product.
So, consumers consider
yourselves warned. Perhaps a
few dollars could by saved by
asking yourself one question:
"Why am I buying this
product?"
Small group 6
Dr. {tollman's
Communication 226 class

Publish teacher evaluations
By ASH JOHNSTON
As another semester winds down, it is time
for students to fill out their teacher evaluation
forms But the current system used here for
faculty evaluations is incomplete and does not
serve the student body as thoroughly as it
should.
Presently, the evaluations now are conducted by the various academic departments

grading scale ol the teacher's eftectiveness
also could be included, but the evaluations
should not attempt to ruin credibility. Student
compliance with such a system, of course,
should be voluntary.
Other schools throughout the country, including Virginia Tech, have similiar guides for
students to help the academic administrators
choose the most suitable classes. They are

Students could choose classes and teachers
using previous evaluations
of the university. Only certain teachers whom
the department selects are evaluated. The
departments then study the evaluations and
use them as guides to judge faculty members
in matters of tenure and pay.
This system seems to work fine as far as as
the faculty is concerned. The students,
however, would benefit if the evaluations were
published. This would help them select classes
and teachers based on the results of previous
students' evaluations.
The evaluation primarily should concern
itself with course requirements, grading
scales, the availability of teachers for
assistance and related, questions. An overall

published in booklets and the cost is paid from
students' general fees.
In the past, such an evaluation has been
proposed several times at James Madison
University by the Student Government
Association. However, the year always has
ended before any substantial headway was
made. Perhaps the next SGA administration
will lobby for new evaluations. It is up to the
students, ultimately, to choose the course of
their education. An evaluation booklet
outlining teachers and classes, in addition to
the already existing faculty evaluations and
the JMl' catalog, would help students make
that important decision.
.,,,,. .

By MIKE RICKARD
Amid a tense atmosphere in the spacious Oval Office, a
small lamp casts an exaggerated silhouette of a solitary
figure against the wall. The shadow slowly moves about,
pacing in anticipation and bracing for the inevitable. The
lingering silence of the moment is broken by a knocking at
the door. Enter the president-elect.
"Hello Jimbo, what's new? Look, I'm really sorry about
the landslide. I feel like a heel piling up the score like
that."
"You were merciless, Ron."
"How's the family taking it?"
"Miss Lillian hasn't slept a wink."
"Well don't linger on it. Whaddaya say we get down to
business. What exactly am I supposed to do?"
"Let's see. Iran's a big issue lately. I've been toying
with this one for about a year now. I've just recently
begun to negotiate with those ruthless, disrespectful
terrorists. Any ideas?"
"Nuke 'em. It's quick and easy. No mess."
"Gee, I never thought of that. I've been working on
SALT lately, and..."
"I warned you about that high-sodium diet. It's not good
for the ol' hemorrhoids..."
"Ron, you don't understand."
"Hey Jimbo, you got any stables around here? Y'know,
for the horses."
"I don't think so. Democrats aren't really into horses.
We do have a lot of devious, conniving reporters though."
' "Really? I can't wait to get back to
the celebrity life again This is better
than Hollywood and
Eureka put together.
Oh, by the way, where
do you stash the
Grecian Formula?'

S:

"I built up a tolerance
to it.'

"Bummer."
"Say Ron any plans for
llran-Iraq, the Soviet Union,!

Comedian Jimbo
and merciless Ron
or inflation?"
"That's pretty heavy stuff Jimbo."
"It's no picnic."
"What did you do?"
"Followed the polls."
"You're too much."
"I keep Rosalyn and Amy in stiches."
"Hee hee. Say, I've been meaning to ask you...well, the
White House will be pretty empty with just Nancy and
myself residing there. And I was thinking..."
"Go on, don't be shy."
"Well, do you think we could make accommodations for
Bonzo?"
"A monkey?". .
"He wouldn't be any trouble. We go a long way back. He
really doesn't need much, though he has expressed interest in a personal secret service agent. He's always
been a bit on the cautious side."
"It's your ball game, Ron."
"Oh thank you, thank you."
"Ahem. I better be gettin' on back to Plains now.
There's a cool million to be made on my exciting
memoirs. Can you handle it from here?"
"Like taking candy from a baby."
"The press is gonna have a field day with you. Good
luck."
"One more thing Jimbo, Any advice you would care to
offer for those times of dark crisis when there's not a'
glimmer of hope in sight?"
"Sure. Tell Nancy to keep brushing five times a day,
chug your Geritol, and here, take this."
"What's this?"
"Richard Nixon's telephone number."
"How did you know I was considering him for a cabinet
position? Press leak already?"
. "Don't work too hard, Ron."
"...just can't keep a secret these days."
• tl ... ,,.,,,,,,,... , ,,......„.„ m^ww-r^^rw ■***,'
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'It's a positive way to calm down'

i

By KATHY MCLOUGHLIN
"Stretch out like a cat...get comfortable.
There is a warm feeling entering your body. It
is entering into your heels, your calves, your
thighs. Your body is totally relaxing...it is
. entering the small of your back...you are now
feeling really relaxed...the warmth is in your
face and neck. I will count backwards from 101 and with each count you will feel yourself
becoming more and more relaxed...and more
relaxed...and more..."
You have just experienced the induction
stage of hypnosis, as administered by Dr.
David Emmerling of the James Madison
University Counseling Center.
Emmerling has been conducting a selfhypnosis workshop this semester to help
students cope with and relieve many of their
emotional and physical problems. "Hypnotism is not a therapy in itself," says the
bearded Emmerling, "it is an adjunct to other
therapies."
V
First introduced to the study of hypnosis
while interning at Wake Forest University,
Emmerling learned about the many applications of hypnosis and its wide variety of
uses. "I think it gives me an edge in counseling
and therapy," he admits.
Hypnosis does have a wide variety of uses
and applications. Emmerling uses it in his
counseling to help people lose weight, stop
smoking and relax and relieve stress. He adds
that it is a "positive way to calm down."
HYPNOTISM HAS been called the waking
sleep. While under hypnosis, subjects may look
asleep or wide-awake, but they are acutely
aware of their surroundings and what is
happening around them. The benefit of hyp-

notism lies in the fact that a subject is prone to
suggestibility, and suggestions rgister in the
subconscious to remain even after he is
brought back to full consciousness.
When someone is recommended to Emmerling for therapy, he analyzes the problem
and may suggest hypnotism as one of the
options for treatment. "I don't force anyone to
do it," he says, "because it isn't good for
everyone."
Ellen English, a JMU senior, is one of those
people who has benefited from hypnotism.
English's interest in hypnotism was sparked
by seeing James Mapes, a hypnotic entertainer, on campus in October. When she
saw an ad in The Breeze for Emmerling's
workshop, she decided to investigate. After
speaking with Emmerling, she decided to sign
up for the workshop to concentrate on relieving
stress and pressure and losing weight. "People
who don't understand hypnotism think it's
mystical," English says. "I wasn't skeptical; I
went with an open mind."
According to English, learning self-hypnosis
has been a long process, one that will
culminate in being able to write suggestions
and self-hypnotize. "Once Emmerling explains
the limitations, objectives, and ideas behind
hypnotism you get comfortable with the idea
and are ready to progress," she explains,
adding that self-hypnosis subjects do not have
the power to hypnotize others.
THE HYPNOPTIC process consists of
relaxation, creating imagery, suggesting and
wake-up. Continual practice and reinforcement are important, to learning the
process, according to English. "You must be
very serious; you must have a total commitment."

--*

HYPNOSIS IS a positive way to calm down.
according to Dr. David Emmerling of the JMU
Counseling Center. "So far we have had grot

"how by Charles A

Faiio

campus response." he says of the self-hypnosis
he is conducting this semester.

Photo by Char In A. Faito

"I WAS extremely relaxed and felt no tension. It was great,"
Jimmy Hueber says of his feelings while under hypnosis.
James Saunders, another self-hypnosis student describes the
feeling of hypnosis as difficult. "I think it feels different for different people," Saunders, a JMU senior, says. He adds that his
body feels like dead weight, while his mind is very alert.
English describes it as the same type of feeling experienced
when you first wake up in the morning. "You know what is going
on, but you're still half-asleep," she explains.
Suggestion is the most important part of the whole hypnotic
process, according to the students. Since the mind perceives
images vividly and comprehends words literally under hypnosis,
suggestions must be carefully worded. Emmerling teaches his
students to create positive images of what they are striving for,
and depict these images throughout the suggestion.
For example, English is working to relieve stress and to calm
down when under pressure. However, she has to be careful to
qualify her suggestion, so that she woulareact appropriately in
an emergency situation such as a fire.
Saunders, who is working to relieve some of the pain he experiences in his joints, must qualify his suggestions enough to
recognize a serious pain. .
EMMERLING SAYS that hypnotism has not always been
widely accepted. "It got a lot of bad press, but now it is coming
into its own," he says, adding that people are becoming more
aware of its benefits. During a workshop held for JMU head
residents this fall, Emmerling hypnotized a group of R.A.s and
induced hypnosis.
Jimmy Hueber, the Shenandoah Hall head resident, was surprised at the feelings he experienced under hypnosis. "Emmerling told us to touch our hand to our nose," he recalls, "I knew
what was happening and thought the command was kind of silly,
but I felt that I had to do it anyway. I was extremely relaxed and
felt no tension. It was great."
This entertainment-type hypnotism that Emmerling
sometimes conducts is not uncommon. For the past four years,
James Mapes has visited JMU to demonstrate hypnotism from
the stage, carrying students through space journeys and age
regression purely for the enjoyment of the phenomenon. Emmerling says that the only difference between Mapes and himself
is in the end product. "I am a therapist and Mapes is an entertainer," he says.
While experts are still unsure as to how hypnotism works, they
do know it helps to solve problems when performed correctly
according to Emmerling.
PEOPLE WHO don't understand it are most probably the ones
who are the most skeptical. English says, explaining that since
you can't be programmed to do what you wouldn't normally do,
you don't have to worry about "compromising situations."
Emmerling is teaching his students to truly be the hypnotist. By
the end of the semester, each student should be able to induce
himself into hypnosis and to concentrate on the suggestions he has
written.
Saunders has yet to perfect the technique but he says that the
relaxation methods he has learned are worth the whole effort. "If
I am uptight or nervous, I can come home at the end of the day
and lay back and relax," he says, adding that "even if it doesn't
work, hypnotism is an excellent way to learn to relax." English
agrees, but says, "If you doit right, it has got to work."
Emmerling will continue to conduct semester seminars in
hypnotism as long as the interest is there for both selfimprovement and problem solving. "So far we have had great
campus response," he says. Students interested in participating
in the workshop next semester should contact the Counseling and
, Student Development, Center in Alumnae Hall.
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recreation
Jogging takes a serious step

Running benefits life and health

By TERESA CAVINESS
Jack has two mid-term
exams tomorrow and it's
already 9 p.m. He is tired of
studying, so he decides to jog
around the campus for about
20 minutes to clear his mind.
But what he doesn't realize
is that he shouldn't just put on
a pair of shoes and start
jogging. He hasn't actively
exercised since his freshman
year when he took badminton
as his P.E. requirement
Running is an activity which
can
benefit
a
person
throughout life and should be
taken seriously, according to
Ed Witt, James Madison
University cross country
coach.
When starting a regular
jogging routine, there are
several things which must
first be taken into consideration.
The prospective jogger
should obtain a pair of good
shoes as well as dress according to the weather, Witt
suggests.
Without a pair of good
running shoes there is a high
probability of injury, such as
damage to achilles tendons,
knees, or the balls or the
arches of the feet.
When choosing the proper
shoes, the runner -should
purchase those which will
provide arch support and have
a wide heel for ankle support.
Shoes should not be purchased because of their price;
often, the cheaper shoes do not
provide enough support. The
runner should be prepared to
pay enough to get good shoes
because they will be worth it
in the long run, Witt says.
Usually, higher priced shoes
will provide more support.
During cold weather, all
runners should dress comfortably, yet warmly. A
sweatsuit will usually provide
enough protection against the
weather, but when it is extremely cold, Witt recom-

mends gloves and a hat that
will cover ears.
When jogging in warm
weather, males should not run
without a shirt, particularly
during long runs, in order to
protect the skin from the sun.
To start the jogging
program, begin by running a
certain amount of time rather
than a particular distance,

Witt says. This will help keep
up a reasonable pace. Divide
the run, one-half of the time
one way and the second half
coming back to the starting
point. Ten minutes is a good
first run. The jogger should
then increase the amount of
time steadily according to his
own condition.
Each runner should in-

crease the amount of time be
jogs as he wishes. He is his
own determining factor; the
main idea is to increase the
time in order to achieve
benefits.
But Witt cautions that a
runner should not overextend
himself. The most important
thing to remember is to start
out with a reasonable time

and increase gradually.
The key to cardiovascular
fitness is duration, not speed,
Witt says. Jogging conditions
the runner by increasing the
work the heart must do. He
can unconsciously go farther
and faster, Witt says.
Some people have the notion
that running will be the
"magic" way for them to melt
pounds off. However, a person
wanting to lose weight must
make his diet compatible with
the running.
Jogging uses up 100 calories
per mile. So food intake
cannot be significantly increased with this activity,
Witt says, adding that a
runner can lose one pound per
month with little effort.
It will take a little time to
see the benefits, so Witt
suggests that a person should
give jogging at least a couple
of weeks trial. A runner
should give himself a few days
to get over the initial soreness.
But Witt cautions that a
runner should not overextend
himself. The most important
thing to remember is to start
out with a reasonable time
and increase gradually.
Safety is another key factor
and one that some people
ignore. Five important things
to remember are:
— Wear clothes that people
can see, particularly at night
or on hazy days. Black or dark
clothing cannot be seen at
night.
— Run facing the traffic.
— Get off the road when
meeting traffic. If two cars
are meeting and a runner is in
the road, the drivers are faced
with a dilemma where either
choice could be disasterous.
— Run single-file when in a
group.
— Before running, stretch
every joint, as flexibility is
important. The jogger should
warm-up, stretch, run and
then stretch again.

Distance runners accept pain

By
»y LOUIS EACHO
Psychologist William James once wrote that individuals are only satisfied with the accomplishments they achieve that require "effort,
discomfort and hardship." Roughly UK) years later,
long distance runners use similar philosophies to
describe their motivation in what many label the
"purest of all sports."
"Accomplishing something everyday" is an important reason behind running, according to Ed
Hume, a senior cross country team member at
James Madison University. "I always feel better
after I run, and at least know the day won't be a total
loss."
However, to reach goals in long distance running
and be successful, one must be willing to accept a
certain "threshold of pain," Hume continues. It's not
hard to accept having sore or tight muscles and
cramps or just being exhausted after a while. Most
sports require this dedication and persistence, he
adds.
Long distance running covers everything from a

»««
u... one mile)
w_* race
... to a 26-mile
1500 ™-to.
meter ,(roughly
marathon. While training for these races is often
different, most successful long distance runners work
out daily, often completing runs of 10 to 20 miles.
Besides Hume, several other JMU Cross Country
team runners cite a sense of accomplishment and the
attainment of goals as their motivation in this sport.
Team members say they often run over 75 miles each
week during the cross country season. For nonathletes, that is like jogging about a mile down to the
neighborhood McDonald's 50 times each week.
"Running to me is a serious hobby though, not just
a sport,'.' Hume says. As an Art major, he notes that
running is a method "for me to work out conceptual
problems and eliminate mental blocks that occur
when I draw or paint. I need the competitiveness that
running provides for me at this point in my life."
Being about six-feet tall, Hume has the lanky build
considered necessary by many coaches for becoming
a successful long distance runner. "I took up running
at first because it was the only sport I was coordinated enough to compete in," Hume says, adding

*
*^
that when he no longer enjoys running he will quit
Freshman Mark Nichols adds that anyone running
10 to 20 miles a day will almost always be training for
some sort of competitive race as a means of incentive.
Brett VanNieuwcnliuisc .■ senior, explains that
daily accomplishments mi un|H*oveincnl is often
enough lo keep an experienced distance runner
motivated Running .. mile larthei than before or
just being able to meic.ise one .-• speed is ,i "sellsatisfying high (hill I eiwld never receive in any
team-oriented spoil, he s;iid
Although reaching goals is the 'ultimate en-,
joyment" for many runners, Nichols comments that
just setting and trying to reach goals makes running
a "pleasurable activity that I could never get out of
anything else."
Participating in any activity where progress is up
to the individual provides self-satisfaction. Brian
Mitchell describes this in his book. Running to Win,
by comparing running to studying. "When both are
(Continued on Page 12)
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Gymnastics
Smooth moves provide good feeling
By GRACE McCRACKEN
Moving rythmically to the
music as it softly fills the gym,
the girls stretch and turn in
unison, changing smoothly
from one exercise to the next.
They sweep across the thick
plastic mats as they twirl and
tumble through their routines.
The graceful movements
appear easy, accenting the
quality of each step. That's
the
ultimate
goal
in
gy mastics.
Gymnastics is a combination
of
strength,
flexibility, speed and endurance.
What
appears
simple is actually the result of
months of concentration,
practice and coordination to
obtain muscle control and
balance, according to Hayes
Kruger, James Madison
University gymnastic coach.

training and capabilities.
Gymnastics stresses
flexibility
and
requires
strength, according to Stuart
Smith, the men's gymnastic
coach at JMU. The exercises
require coordination between
balance and gravity, using
strength to hold body positions
and to emphasize upper body
movements. This can be seen
in exercises that include
vaults, tumbling, balancing
and flips.
Gymnastic movements also
are combined with acrobatics
at a more artistic level to
obtain a degree of "effortless
effort" and a quality of dance.
Kruger said. "In gymnastics,
there
are
no
wasted
movements. It transcends the
sport level and becomes an
art."
During practice sessions

Students are taught early to progress
at their own speed
In the large, brightly lit gym
at Godwin Hall, students clad
in shorts, tee-shirts and socks
prepare for a strenuous
session on mats, parallel bars
and
pommel
horses.
Surrounded
by
mirrors,
posters
outlining
body
positions for different exercises,
trampolines
and
chrome rings hanging from
th«- rafters, both men and
women practice on their
particular skills.
Gymnastics is an exacting
sport, both on the competitive
and non-competitive levels,
Kruger said. It requires
months of training and
practice to master a 30-sepond
floor routine, a quick vault or
a series of leaps across the
mats.
Standing beside the thick
cushioned mats that cover
almost half the gym. Kruger
watches his students prepare
for a class. Gymnastics is
considered a "dangerous"
sport, he explained "It's not
that a lot of injuries occur, but
those that do have a high

groups of two or three
students
are
spaced
throughout the gym. working
with various pieces of gymnastic equipment. Practice
includes jumping and twisting
on trampolines to perfect
turns, somersaults and flips.
Gymnasts.
particularity
those who concentrate on floor
or balance beam skills, use
choreography
in
their
routines. Graduate assistant
Maurita
Kelly
teaches
students
to
include
choreography, adding
graceful movements to the
abrupt gymnastic tumbling
skills.

Dance.
the
key
to
choreography.
provides
transition from one gymnastic
skill to the next. Kelly said. In
class students learn a new
type of control, using different
muscles than those used in the
already-mastered gymnastic
exercises. The petite, graceful
movements of ballet, like the
slight curving of the arms and

Dance provides transition from
gymnastic skill
potential to uv serious."
Falling and losing control is
the obvious danger. Kruger
said. Twisted ankles or wrists
are the most common accidents, usually resulting
from tin incorrect landing
from a roll or jump.
Students are taught early to
progress at their own speed,
mastering one step before
moving to the next. Kruger
said.
Accidents
happen
usually when u student extends himself beyond his

the pointing of toes, add the
polished effect to a gymnastic
routine.
"In competition, judges
expect the dance skills to be
on par with the gymnastic
tumbling skills." Kelly said.
When competing in gymnastics, both team and individual goals are stressed.
Kruger said. The individual
receives a score which is then
added to the total team score.
Women compete separately

from the men. They compete
in four catagories that emphasize flexibility and artistic
dance and the curving
motions and design of the
movements, Kruger said.
They compete on the balance
beam, floor exercises, uneven
bars and side-vault exercises.
Men emphasize strength
and the more angular and
explosive movements during
competition. They compete in
floor exercises, long horse
vault, rings, pummel horse
and parallel bars.
The gymnastic program at
JMU is growing. Since its
beginning more than five
years ago, it has progressed
from a club sport to a gymnastic
organization
that
competes in national events.
Students of all ages and
skills are involved with
gymnastics. They range from
small children who attend
gymnastic
classes
on
Saturday mornings, to more
advanced competitive _
students, to adults who attend
classes taught by graduate
students at the community
centers.

rHale fey v. Naaaya

Gymnast performing on balance beam

Swashbuckling students
enroll for fencing classes
By SHELLY JAMES
Metal clashing upon metal
resound throughout the forest,
as two men battle fiercely for
the honor that can go to only
one.
Swordfighting has been
adapted to the modern day
sport of fencing. The present
version of the 18th century
activity often converts James
Madison University students
into swashbucklers, according
to Leslie McArthur, a member
of the fencing team.
"^
Many people seem eager to
imitate the Three Musket**rs,
Alexander Hamilton and other
famous people who practiced
the skill.
Fencing classes always fill
quickly, according to Dr. Jean
Dalton. JMU women's fencing
coach. Dalton would like to
expand the classes to meet the
demand, but JMU does not
have enough fencing instructors to add classes.
Curiosity' causes
most
students to enroll in a sport
that darts and thrusts shiny,
skinny swords to the tune of
"on guard," Dalton said. Also,
fencing differs from most
other sports and attracts
students because of its
uniqueness.

Praise by past participants
also draws students to the
class. A person who takes the
course usually leaves with a
sense of value about the whole
experience, she said.
According to McArthur,
"It's enjoyable and builds
self-confidence."
Physical
build-up
and
sharpened
reactions are also reasons she
values the course.
Cathy Schmidt, a former
fencing student agreed that
the course "gives a sense of
worth at the end of the
semester. I would recommend
the class for anyone."
Diane Tobias is one student
who reluctantly enrolled in a
fencing class when her intermediate swimming class
was dropped from the fall
semester schedule. She chose
fencing as a replacement and
is now trying out for the
fencing team.
After half a semester,
Tobias is convinced that the
sport is beneficial and enjoyable enough to spend threeto-five days a week for four
months perfecting her skills.
Practice sessions consist of
numerous drills and exercises, McArthur said. Little
time is spent in free fencing,
or one-on-one fencing.
*

During tournaments, teams
consist of four people. Each
person has individual "bouts"
with all four players from
opposing school. A school
winning the most bouts wins
the meet.
Technology has had its
effect on fencing, as the bouts
are scored electronically.
Each person fights with an
electrical foil which sets off a
light when a person is touched
in the torso.
Before getting to the "meet
stage," a person must learn
the basic fundamentals including positions and lunges.
Dalton is trying to involve
youngsters
through
her
Techniques of Fencing class.
Pupils from surrounding
counties participate in the
class which is taught by
Dalton's students. A fourth
grade class from W. W.
Robinson Elementry from
Shenandoah County was
taught simple moves and then
allowed to free fence.
Almost anyone can learn to
fence, Dalton said, especially
people with powerful legs,
flexibility of movement, short(Continued on Page 7)
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Positive thought key to success
By MARIA GROSZ
"Gotta' go!...crank!...only
four lengths...relax...stretch
more...shake it out..gotta' get
psyched.. okay . SWIMMERS
ON THE BLOCKS...here we
go.get ready.. TIMERS AND
JUDGES READY?...fix your
cap...all right!...SWIMMERS
THIS IS FOUR LENGTHS OF
THE
POOL
FREESTYLE.. .one big
breath..TAKE YOUR
MARKS! ...'BLEEP! ...gun
it!!!...crank it... get those
arms moving. . .
.. .why am I doing this???"
The question the athlete
asks himself is one reason
positive
thought
and
motivation can fade away.
This happens to many athletes
and those athletes tend to
believe there is no need to
participate anymore.
However, the motivational
loss can be helped.
It is becoming popular to
help athletes understand their
psychological
powers
of
performance.
"Controlling the mind and
not letting fragments enter
the mind during competition
is the key factor," according
to Dr. Dave Emmerling, a
counselor at James Madison <
University.
Mind control holds the
arousal point where each
individual needs it to perform.
Athletes that have trouble
focusing on their skill or event
because of dating troubles,
instructor conflicts, coaching
mishaps or other problems,
should seek the counseling
center at JMU. They are

Photo by Chariot A. Fcilo

Dave Emmerling explains motivation
capable of working with
athletes
to
overcome
anxieties,
thus
enabling
athletes to perform at their
best levels.
Dr. Emmerling has worked
with athletic teams at JMU, —
and previously at Wake
Forest University—dealing
with topics like goal setting,

relaxation techniques,
visualization,
and
team
cohesion. He discusses these
topics by having verbal interaction with the athletes.
Dr. Emmerling helps the
athletes become aware of
their performance through the
combination of mental control
and the body's kinethetic

Aerobic exercises
increase heart rate
By MARIA GROSZ
"It's fun, everybody loves it, and the hour
goes by fast," according to Kathleen
Brooks, aerobic dance instructor here at
James Madison University.
Aerobics is an energetic form of dance
and exercise performed to music, mainly
disco and rock-and-roll. It is not the type of
dancing one would see at a local disco or
dance recital; instead,aerobic dancing
consists of jogging in place, kicks, and knee
lifts.
Before the vigorous exercise begins,
warm-up is needed to loosen and stretch the
muscles. Three warm-up routines are
performed; stretching movements, rhythmic sit-ups, and finally a dance with slow,
walking movements.
After warming up, the dancers begin their
difficult routines, moving quickly from one
exercise to the next. Between each dance
the class takes a short break to allow the
heart rate to return to normal before continuing their dancing.
Ten minutes before the end of class the
group performs a cool-down dance, then
finishes with a series of stretching exercises.
The main emphasis of aerobics is to raise
the heart rate of the individual to its
maximum level, according to Brooks, a
JMU senior. The heart rate is checked

between vigorous dance routines and at the
culmination of the workout to record the
progress of each student.
"The faster the heart rate returns to
normal after a workout, the stronger the
heart is," Brooks said. "One can see how the
program is working by checking the heart
rate."
The heart rate is the number of times the
heart beats each minute. During heavy
exercise the rate normally goes as high as
180 beats per minute, then falls to about 120
beats per minute during rest, she added.
A student in |the class, .Margaret
Castellano, said she took the class mainly to
stay in shape.
- "It is not boring like running," Castellano
said. "It is a fun. quick exercise. It tones my
stomach and leg muscles and makes me
more aware- of how my heart reacts to
exercise."
Aerobics was not very popular when it
was first offered here, but classes now fill up
quickly, according to Brooks. In addition,
Harrisonburg officials have asked Brooks to
teach aerobics classes to city residents.
JMU classes are held Monday and
Wednesday nights from.7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in
the South Ballroom of the Warren
University Union. Enrollment is limited to
45 persons and is usually offered each block.

sense. Then, each athlete uses
the techniques of Dr. Emmerling to enhance the total
team attitude.
To begin with goals must be
set. "They encourage us to
perform," Dr. Emmerling
says.
Also, to help reach the set
goal, smaller goals should be
set along the way, according
to the counselor.
An example would be to
have a set goal time of 5:00 for
the mile run, but along with
training and track meets, one
could have smaller goal times
that would be easier to reach.
Those times could be 5:10 or
5:05 in which the mile runner
could work up to each time
out. This way, the athlete
believes he has accomplished
part of his goal, and is on his
way to the ultimate goal of
5:00.
Therefore,
encouragement is constant and a
loss of motivation would be
minimized.
However, if the athlete
believes a goal will be impossible to reach, this will
cause the athlete to feel less
positive or even negative
toward practice and performance.
An example would be to
have a set goal of 4:00 in the
mile run to be accomplished
by the end of the season.
However,if the athlete runs a
mile in 8:00, the original goal
of 4:00 is obviously out of
reach.
Another type of technique
for positive attitude is
relaxation. This brings the
body into a state of limbo or
rest. The mind is focused upon
the floating feeling of the
limbo state.
This is where tensions,
anxieties, and problems are
released from the mind. The
mind and the body are tuned

together.
Emmerling discusses two
types of relaxation with
athletes. One technique is to
tighten and relax muscles
beginning in the feet and
working one's way up the body
to the facial muscles.
Here the athlete can feel the
difference between tension
and relaxation, and will learn
the difference.
The technique requires
concentration on a flowing
relaxation throughout the
body. Beginning at the heels
and the bottom of the feet, the
flow moves to the top of the
feet up the legs, and gradually
up the spinal cord, radiating
to the minute body parts.
If relaxation is performed
properly, the mind senses it is
floating above the body while
the body is in the state of
limbo.
After this has been completed, the body and mind feel
rested and far away from
tension.
As Emmerling verbally
relaxes the athletes, he adds
the stimuli needed to have the
athletes picture their performance of an event or skill.
Mentally seeing the skill,
whether it is the perfect foul
shot or the perfect dive,
feeling every movement as if
it is real, is the mental
practice of visualization.
While this visualization is in
progress, the athlete can
return suddenly from limbo
because of a muscle twitch.
Then the athlete returns to
limbo to continue the event.
This shows that the nerve
impulses are capable of being
sent through to the muscles
during mental practice. Then,
when the event happens, those
nerve impulses will be sent to
the muscles not to twitch, but
to perform.
Another major concern in
encouraging good mental
performace is the team itself.
A team can either build up
individuals or lower them
mentally.
"An environment of caring,
of being safe and secure can
insure
confidence,
thus
enabling us to challenge,"
Emmerling says.
Therefore, being able to
"show our stuff" is inhibited
when one in intimidated. So
"working as a unit" helps
everyone perform their best,
according to the JMU counselor.
The key factor is positive
attitude. Negative thoughts
are the problem-makers as
they "kill" motivation and
skill.
So, psychological problems
can be worked out if athletes
only give the chance.
Emmerling tries to help
athletes realize that mind
control is important. Keeping
a positive attitude reflects
throughout the
athletes'
performance.
Motivation can be improved. It has happened.
As the old saying goes, "You
can do what you want to if you
put your mind to it."
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Tumping iron popular at JMU
By TOM ARVIS
Twenty-six teams participate in intercollegiate
sports at James Madison
University.
According to
Challace McMillin, head
football coach at JMU, "if
each team in the sports
program was allotted one
hour a day in the weight
rooms, there would still be
teams left with no time to
lift."
This coupled with the more
than 100 students lifting
weights each day and the
conflicting schedules for
- available space makes the
need for separate weight
rooms obvious.
Weight room facilities are
available at three locations
here. The first, on the second
floor of Godwin Hall, is for the
general student population.

The other two, one on the first
floor of Godwin and one underneath Madison Stadium,
are designated for specific use
by intercollegiate athletes.
Students using either room
regularly are aware that
students are not permitted to
use the athletes' facilities.
However, few are aware of the
specific reasons for this
segregation. Until four years
ago, the weight room on the
first floor of Godwin Hall was
.originally the only one
available and was used by
both students and athletes.
"There was a tremendous
amount of complaints from
the students." McMillin says,
adding that the students
believed the athletes had no
right
to dominate
the
machines and equipment
during their routine periods.

According to Dean Ehlers,
JMU
athletic
director,
Godwin Hall's second floor
weight room facilities were
created for student use in
order toalleviate the problem.
However, conflicts still arose
because students and athletes
wanted to use the facilities
during the prime lifting nous
between 2 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Ehlers says.
McMillin says each team
has a specific objective and
therefore must go through a
particular program designed
for its sport. The whole team
goes through the same routine
at the same time.
Students lifters each have
an individual routine to go
through. Their reasons for
lifting are different, he says.
"The separation of the two
rooms was done to ac-

Universal weight room at Godwin Hall

Phot* by Rlc* SIMtr

commodate
the
general
student population," Ehlers
says, adding that this
"provides them with prime
recreational hours."
The coaches decided they
were infringing on the
students' weight room time.
Ehlers adds that in turn this
has provided the coaches
separate facilities in which to
train their teams in prime
lifting hours. Students were
given the room upstairs
because it was more spacious,
Ehlers says.
The equipment is essentially the same in Godwin's
two weight rooms. In the
athletes' room the equipment
is newer and slightly more
intact. There is one Universal
multi-exercise machine, two
curl machines for the biceps
and forearms and some freeweights (for bench-presses
and squats).
The equipment in the
student room is slightly worn
and delapidated. There are
two Universal machines and
more
free-weights
and
equipment.
McMillin blames the condition of the students' weight
room on the students themselves. "There are some who
are very conscientious of how
they use the facilities and
there are some who abuse
them," McMillin says.
Some students know what
they're doing and some do not.
McMillin says, adding that the
weight room is not a play area
but a place where someone
can be hurt seriously. "I
believe there should be an
excellent
weight
room
available for everybody."
McMillin says, adding "but
you can't leave the thing open
for people to come in and use
as they wish."

"We've caught kids dropping weights out the windows," Ehlers says." Some
students decide they would
rather take the weights back
to their rooms where they can
use them when they want"
The third weight room,
located under the stadium,
was installed last summer.
The room contains about
$12,000 worth of weightlifting
equipment, including five
Nautilus machines and some
free-weights, according to
receipts in the athletic
department.
Nautilus equipment, now
considered to be superior toother machines, employs
pulleys, chains and counterweights to create even
weight
distribution
throughout an
exercise,
producing results faster.
This new room was funded
by the athletic budget which is
supported by student tuition,
according to Ehlers. The room
is specifically for the use of
collegiate sports participants.
Is this fair?
McMillin says,"Fair goes
both ways." He adds that if a
school wants a first rate
sports program, it must
provide its athletes with first
rate facilities.
Why can't those who really
want to use the Nautilus
machines do so when they
are not being used by
athletes?
According to both Ehlers
and McMillin. the answer is
supervision.
"What we'd like to have is a
staff person who is a trainer
and conditioner," Ehlers
says, "but getting more
people from the state if difficult now."

Nutrition emphasized for athletes

Coaches prescribe varied prej^game meals

IDIA rono
By MARIA
GROSZ
Charcoal broiled medium
steak with the bloody juice
oozing around it...a steaming
baked potato wrapped in
aluminum foil with a slab of
butter melting into the
cracks...a salad bowl filled
with watery green lettuce,
fresh sliced tomatoes, crispy
sliced cucumbers.
diced
Cheddar cheese, bacon bits,
and one's favorite salad
dressing...a warm brown roll
with melting butter...and a
large glass filled with cold
milk. _
,11 all sounds so tasty. So
many
restaurants advertise
the:r steak meal because it is
a well-balanced meal and
good for people to eat. A wellbalanced meal consists of
something from each of the
main food groups: meats,
vegetables, grain and milk.
But how beneficial that
meal is only hours before
competition
is
another
question.
Steak eaten only a few hours
before an event does not make

»hp athlete
athlPtP any
anv strnnffer
the
stronger than
before. The notion that steak
is an excellent meal before
game competition is a myth,
according to Dr. RoseMary
Rummel, James Madison
University
Physical
Education instructor.
"One needs to worry that
the food is utilized out of the
stomach," says Dr. Rummel.
Since steak is high in fat
content and is digested slowly,
it would be slowly utilized by
the stomach. The fastest type
of foods to be digested would
be from the group of carbohydrates, Rummel says.
Carbohydrates are found in
such foods as breads,
potatoes, rice, noodles, and
pancakes. However, when one
begins to put all the extras on
top of those items the calories
begin to add up, according to
Rummel.
Coaches at James Madison
University try to inform their
athletes on their diets. Some
coaches
have
different
opinions about pre-event
meals, with some advocating

a different emphasis on
carbohydrates as the main
food source before competition.
Lou Campanelli, men's
head basketball coach, says,
"Usually the night before a
game, we (the team) will go
off campus and get together to
eat pizza."
Campanelli believes preevent meals should cc-nsist

mainlv
mainly of carbohydrates.
For breakfast his team eats
such items as eggs, pancakes,
fruit, and honey on toast. A
dinner would consist of a
small steak, potatoes, and a
fruit cup. The small steak
would be eaten only to have
food remaining in the stomach
a little longer.
Foods eaten are either
baked or broiled, and fried

foods are avoided, Campanelli
says.
The women's gymnastics
coach,
Haynes
Kruger,
recommends pre-event meals
for breakfast consisting of
eggs or omelette, toast,
cereal, or pancakes.
Gymnasts should eat foods
which would remain during
(Continued on Page 7)
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'PoUiwogs'
Swim school taught by JMU students
By GRACE MCCRACKEN
Wide-eyed,
they
chew
earnestly on their fingers and
watch with an unnatural
silence. Clothed in minute
bathing suites, dripping from
a quick shower taken just
before entering the pool area,
they begin lining up along the
shallow side of the water.
Donning minature flippers,
bouyancy vests and inflated
"bubbles," the youngsters
reluctantly slip into the water,
clutching the sides tightly and
giving way to a few tears.
This is a typical first session
of the Charles Arnold Swim
School at James Madison
University.
These
"polliwogs" are only three or
four years old, the youngest
would-be swimmers participating in the swim
program held at Godwin
Hall's Savage Pool.
For the past eight years,
Arnold has directed the swim
school program at JMU.
Classes run all year, on
Saturdays during the fall and
spring semesters and during
the week throughout the
summer. The swim school is
taught under the YMCA
guidelines, with programs
ranging
from
youngest
beginners to varsity diving,
synchronized swimming, to
teaching programs.
Swim classes are taught
mostly by JMU students who
have already qualified as
instructors and participate in
the program to meet teaching
requirements. These students
attend aquatic instructor
courses
where
teaching
techniques
are
applied
direclty to a classroom
situation in the swim school.
Under the direct supervision
of Coach Arnold and assistant
director Bob Dodd, student
instructors and assistant
instructors serve a 15-hour
internship for each swimming
certification.
Dodd is a four-year veteran
of the Arnold Swim School
program. He worked with the
program while attending JMU
as an undergraduate and
continues as a graduate
assistant.
Pacing the edge of the pool,
Dodd keeps a sharp eye on his
instructors as they work with
the youngsters. His job ranges
from supervising instructors
to cuddling an insecure
"polliwog," to coaxing a
reluctant youngster into the
water.
"You
need
to
use
psychology with these kids,"
according to Dodd. "It's a
matter of learning to communicate and then teaching
the kids to enjoy the water
environment."
As a school of students kicks
madly with their flippers
while darting across the deep
end of the pool, Dodd watches
from the side. "The idea is to'

give the kids confidence," he
said. "If they feel good, they'll
want to try more."
The swim school program is
geared toward providing a
community service, and also
toward providing a practical
learning experience tor JMU
students working in the
aquatic instructors program.
With actual on-the-job experience,
students
use
classroom instruction that
includes learning how to
relate to their students,
scheduling classes, and then
keeping the classes moving.
The swim program involves
both children and adults with
classes
ranging
from
beginning and conditioning
swimming to the instructor
levels.
According to Dodd, it's
easier to teach adults how to
swim than to teach the
youngsters.
Adults
are
' easier to relate to," he said.
"Adults are more body conscious. If you tell them how to
m ve, a certain way, they
understand without the handson teaching technique." With
children, the instructor needs
to get in the water and actually move their arms and
legs so they can feel the
movements, Dodd explained.
This hands-on technique is
the primary method used at
the Saturday swim classes.
Instructors are in the water
with the children, coaxing
them to try another step
toward gaining a new skill.
This hands-on technique is
the primary method used at
the Saturday swim classes.
Instructors are in the water
with the children, coaxing
them to try another step

toward gaining a new skill.
As youngsters clutch the
side of the pool, they wait their
turn to swim a few yards out
to their teacher. Stiffly, they
lie on their backs, supported
by the instructors, trying to
believe they will float once the
teacher removes his arms as
security.
Across the pool, a 10-year
old sits along the wall, hands
stretched over her head as the
teacher explains a diving
manuever. Grasping the
fingers of her outstretched
arms, the teacher tips her into
the water.
Meanwhile, another class
lines up behind the diving
platform, some fearful and
others eager to jump into the
deep end of the pool and then
to swim to the steps.
Gaining the trust of the
students is part of the instructor's challenge. With this
confidence the students will
try anything, Dodd explained.
For the young polliwogs, it
may be the first time they've
been separated from their
parents in a learning environment. Here you may find
tears, temper tantrums and
withdrawal commmon during
the first few weeks of swim
school.
Sometimes these tears
continue through the class,
occasionally becoming contagious and spreading from
one child to another, Dodd
said. But after the first few
minutes in the water, students
are distracted and begin to
become confident with the
water and the teachers. It's
not uncommon to see a
teacher holding an insecure
child on one hip while coaxing

PMII II Kin Him

Student explain* diving form
another into the water.
challenging them.
The psychology of the
Each youngster enrolled in
YMCA program used at the^ the swim
program
is
JMU swim school is that there \ registered .on a permanent
is "no such thing as failure." record sheet, where skills are
According to Arnold, this idea noted once they are mastered.
is emphasized by the in- These records are used by the
structors throughout
the instructors as they make
program. Instructors teach in lesson plans geared toward
a positive way, giving con- meeting
the
YMCA
fidence to their students while requirements and toward the
individual student's needs.
Saturday classes begin at 8
a.m. The adults meet first,
practicing strokes for an hour
until the younger students
begin to arrive.
Adults
have
different
reasons for learning to swim
than children, Arnold said.
The most common reason
adults join is because they
have children who are in the
learning stages of swimming.
These adults want to be
capable of saving their
youngsters if there is an
emergencey in the water, he
said.
Children go to swim school
for more obvious reasons.
They go to learn to swim, to
learn to enjoy the water and
gain skills needed when
playing with friends in the
summer months.

Student demonstrates hands-on technique

KBOIO Dy KICK

>III,I

For both the students and
instructors, the swim school
program proves rewarding.
Students, no matter what their
age. become more comfortable in the water environment and as a result, feel
more confident with their
individual skills.
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'Ultimate'game
invades JMU

a

By DAVE HUME
The frisbee sails over my
outstretched arms and comes
to rest in the hands of my
opponent, who unfortunately
is in the endzone.
As we go on the offensive,
we connect on three crisp
passes. But out of nowhere,
the defense knocks the disc
down and we lose control.
Our transition from offense
to defense is too slow and
before we know it, we watch
the second goal of the game
float unmolested into the
hands of the other team.
Again we go on the offensive. We push the defense
back to its own goalline with a
series of passes which aren't
beautiful, but accomplish the
task. Then, to our dismay, our
pass is broken up in the endzone. Again we fail to score.
With a flash, the other team
is off, but this time we mark
our men tighter and the
defense stiffens. Out of the
corner of my eye I see
someone streaking to the far
end of the endzone, and as I
turn I watched the disc go on a
bee-line. Now we were down
three to nothing.
Ultimate Frisbee is one of
the newest games played on
James Madison University's
quad in front of Wilson Hall,

though the sport has been
around since 1968.
The game was originated by
Joe Silver and Buzzy Hellring
at their Maplewood, New
Jersey high school. From
there, the game progressed to
the collegiate level, with
Rutgers
and
Princeton
Universities playing the first
intercollegiate game in 1972.
According to the official
rules of ultimate frisbee, only
seven people should be on a
team. The JMU version allows
for between eight and twelve
people to play on a team.
The official playing field is
120 yards long with the endzones 30 yards deep and 40
yards wide.
Normally, the game is
played for 48 minutes (two 24minute halves). However, the
"Madison
edition"
of
Ultimate Frisbee allows for
marathon games, with some
lasting as long as 90 minutes.
The quad serves as the
playing field and is smaller in
width than the regulation
field.
The game begins with a
"throw-off," which is similar
to a kick-off in football, with
the exception that both teams
must stand on their goallines
until the frisbee is released. At
this point, the receiving team

has the option of catching the
disc and taking possession or
letting the frisbee hit the
ground and then
take
possession. The second option
is preferred because "muffing" or dropping the frisbee
gives possession to the other
team at that point.
Once
a
team
gains
possession, it attempts to
make a succession of passes
down the field, hopefully
highlighted by a spectacular
catch in the endzone to score a
goal.
Though informal in appearance, "Ultimate" has

several rules which should
never be broken. Because it is
a noncontact sport, defensive
players may not steal or
knock the disc from an opposing player's hand.
Secondly, the disc may not
be handed from player to
player. The third rule
stipulates that a player cannot
run or walk with the disc.
A foul is called only by the
player fouled and is defined as
any physical contact between
offensive
and
defensive
players which deters the flight
of the frisbee. The "Madison

edition" of the rules defines a
foul as any contact between an
offensive or defensive player
which forces someone else to
call a foul due to unconsciousness or physical
inability to do so.
The defense only gains
possession when the offensive
team's pass is incomplete,
intercepted, knocked down or
goes out of bounds.
Ultimate is relatively new
at JMU and resembles football and soccer. With as many
people interested in the sport,
a club team is a possibility.

* Swashbuckler
(Continued from Page 3)
term endurance and some
intelligence. Long arms and
legs also help, but are not
necessary.
Fencing usually develops
flexibility and endurance in
people
who
are
not
predisposed to these attributes, Dalton said.
Fencing causes few serious
injuries. Twisted ankles and
pulled muscles are the only

accidents
Dalton
could
remember from her nine
years of teaching at JMU.
"There have been a few
scraped knuckles, but that's
about it," she said.
Anyone can get involved in
JMU's fencing program.
Classes are offered to all
students, and a recreational
club has been established. The
equipment is provided by
JMU.
For those who enjoy com-

petition, JMU has a women's
fencing team and a men's
fencing club. The men's club
has no formal coach.
Some people think all the
excitement of swashbuckling
days have passed. However,
the sport of fencing denies
that claim. For those who
dream of duels and flashing
swords, fencing provides the
modern-day equivalent of that
age-old challenge.

•
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Swashbuckling students practice lunges

•mil File pint*

Fencing helps develop flexibility
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Dukes vs. 'Bama

By DAN McNIEL
The James Madison University
Dukes have accepted a bid to play
the top-ranked Alabama football
team in the Orange Bowl in Miami on
New Year's Day.
"Gee whiz, how do you like that!"
exclaimed JMU Athletic Director
Dean Ehlers. "We're probably one of
the few teams ever to receive a bowl
invitation after a losing season." One
has to go back to 1893 to find the last
team with a losing record which
accepted a bid to play in a bowl
game. Only two schools played
football that year.
Alabama head coach Paul "Bear"
Bryant seemed unruffled by the
surprise selection. Bryant, chain
smoking a pack of Camels, said only,
"What the hell is a Harrisonburg?"
JMU coach Challace McMillin,
chain smoking a pack of candy
cigarettes, said he " would have to
wait and see the films" before he
would comment on either his opponent or the outcome of the game.
The teams seem evenly matched in
a number of areas, but the nod here
goes to 'Bama based on its edge in
kicking tees and post-game parties.The game should be an exciting
one; a crowd of 23 is expected to jam
the Orange Bowl on the first day of
1981

■_

The players had mixed views
about the contest. JMU defensive
tackle Clyed Hoy said, "I think we
have a very good chance to win.
Now, who is it that we're playing?"
Most of the Crimson Tide refused
to comment or broke into laughter.
A rumor has spread that 40 percent
or more of Alabama's players plan •
on skipping the game in order to
devote more time to recovering
from New Years Eve.
Regardless, it should be one
helluva contest. Game time is 3:30
a.m., Eastern Standard Time, 2:30
a.m. Central and Pacific. The game
will be televised by most of the
public television stations across the
country, as well as the Armed
Forces Network.
Here's an analysis of how the
teams match up in various
categories:

JMU
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

CATEGORY
Ability to come from behind
Defense
Offense
Trainer
Quarterback
Mascot
Offensive line
Defensive line
Running backs
School colors
Water boys
Cheerleaders
Receivers
Band
Sports information director
Appearance
Uniforms
Radio announcers
Coaching siaf
Concession stand
Linebackers
Theme song
President
President's wife
President's kids
Secondary
Athletic dim tor
Athletic director's wife
Fans
Alumni
Kicking game
Cross country coach
Hotel Accommodations
Pre-game meal
Pre-game party
Post-game party
Pre-game drugs
Post-game drugs
Equipment
Attitude
Shoes
Jock itch
Depth
Players' girlfriends
Players' boyfriends
Bookies
Schedule
Pre-game psyche
Pre-game pep talk
Post-game speech
Spelling
Kicking tees
Holder
Team bus

Alabama

X
X

X
X
X
,
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X X
X
X
X
J
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Coaching big challenge for former players
By J. ALLEN ANDR1CK
"The workload and the time
factor are the biggest differences between playing and
coaching."
John Bowers should know.
For four years, he was a
member of the James
Madison University football
team, and now, along with two
former teammates, Bowers
has made the transition from
a player to an instructor.
"Playing was fun and I
enjoyed it tremendously,"
Bowers said.
"However,
coaching is a full-time job that
starts early each morning and
ends late at night. Playing
only required about three
hours of wor a day and then
you were finished."
Joe Carico and Brent Good,
Bowers former teammates
and now fellow coaches agree
that the time factor is the

biggest difference. Their jobs
as assistant coaches require
much more than when they
were players. Duties such as
practice
planning
and
evaluation,
game
plan
designing, staff meetings,
countless hours of film watching, and recruiting comprise their busy schedule. As
Bowers said, "It's a lot of
work."
Coaching a team they used
to play for indicates a loyalty
for JMU that is unprecedented.
Carico came to JMU in 1974
as a defensive back. After a
serious knee injury forced him
to give up football in 1976,
head coach Challace McMillin
offered him a job coaching
quarterbacks. Carico accepted and is now in his fourth
year. Currently, he coaches
wide receivers while working

toward his masters degree.
"The injury was actually a
blessing in disguise," Carico
said smiling. "It got me into
coaching a year earlier, and
that's what I always wanted to
do. It's hard to say where I
might be if I hadn't got hurt
and Coach McMillin hadn't
helped me."
Bowers' story is much the
same as Carico's, although he
didn't suffer a career —
ending injury. He arrived at
JMU in 1975, and played
quarterback until 1978. He
decided to stay on at JMU to
work on his master's degree,
and McMillin offered him a
job as a coach. Bowers is
currently
coaching
the
quarterbacks.
Good's offer of a JMU
coaching position came in
quite a different way. After
being recruited by McMillin

out of high school as a track
athlete in 1972, Good was
asked to try out for the football team his sophomore year.
He played defensive back
for three years, while also
competing in track events.
Upon graduation, he worked
as a graduate assistant for a
year before accepting a job as
a football coach at Bethany
College in Kansas. After
coaching there for two years,
McMillin contacted him about
a job opening here.
"He (McMillin) called me
and I came right away," Good
says. ", never wanted to leave
JMU anyway. JMU is a great
school, and Coach McMillin is
a great man to work for. I
have a great deal of respect
for him."
All three think McMillin has
played a very important role
in helping them make the

transition from player to
coach. By offering, them jobs
and helping them get their
coaching careers started, they
believe they owe McMillin and
JMU a great deal. They also
feel that repaying that debt is
very easy.
"I love the Dukes." Carico
said, adding "I played for
them and now I'm coaching
them. It is so easy for the
enthusiasm to carry over."
Bowers and Good are enthusiastic also. All three
coaches think JMU is one of
the finest universities around,
with a rapidly developing
football program that is just in
its infant stage.
"I'm proud to have been
able to contribute and be a
part of this program," Good
says. "It feels good to have
been able to help establish a
(Continued on Page 9)
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Moving up
Jump to Division IAA football
viewed optimistically by ex-players

* Coaches
(Continued from Page 8)
egos, but that the "bottom
growing football program at
line" is the caring and
JMU."
discipline between coach and
The program is indeed a
player that prevails and
growing one. All three
creates a winning team.
coaches played for the team
All three want to remain as
when it was in Division III.
coaches here. Although Carico
This was the Dukes' first at
and Bowers are only coaching
while working on their
the Division I-AA level, and
the Dukes finished with a 4-6
masters degrees, they both
record.
hope that the opportunity will
Bowers. Good, and Carico
arise for them to continue
their coaching when they
are optimistic that JMU is in
the beginning stages of
finish.
producing a national power at
"I like the town, the
the Division I-AA level. Carico
program, the school, and the
says the fans just don't realize
people I work with," Bowers
how close JMU is to comsaid with a smile. "If the
peting on a national.
opportunity would arise, I
All three coaches attribute
would love to stay here and
success to certain beliefs. As
coach. I have a lot of close ties
here."
Good said, it is the "belief in
the program, belief in fa If football is really a game
themselves as a team, and the ^* of enthusiasm and momentum, then JMU already has
belief in what we are capable
the nucleus in the form of
of doing, that has carried us
through this transition period,
three of its coaches. Joe
and will make us a solid
Carico, John Bowers, and
contender in years to come."
Brent Good, all former
players' for JMU and now
Carico believes it is the
closeness between the coaches
coaches, remain as loyal, and
and the players that has
as enthused about the football
established this belief. He
program now, as they did
when they played.
added that all coaches have

By J. ALLEN ANDRICK
"Whenever a team moves up a level to play
mark, nearly making the Division III playoffs.
stiffer competition, they 'are bound to take
In 1979, the Dukes finished with their first
their knocks for a couple of seasons, but still
losing record at a varsity level, winning only
beat a few caliber teams. Then they will begin
four games, while losing sue. *
to attract some quality players that would
ordinarily be going somehere else to play,"
In 1979, the Dukes finished with their first
commented Stan Jones, a former quarterback
losing record at a varsity level, winning only
for James Madison University on the school's
four games, while losing six. However, the
recent move to Division I-AA football.
Dukes finished with three straight victories,
Jones, and a number of former JMU football
and the outlook for this season was bright.
players are delighted with the school's switch
The 1980 season, the first at a Division I level
to a higher rank of collegiate football The
for JMU, started slowly as the Dukes lost their
Dukes moved from Division II football to a
first four games, prompting many fans to
Division I-AA ranking this year.
become discouraged with the move to a higher
Though a number of former players are
level of competition.
optimistic about the move, many JMU
Ed Dike, a former offensive standout for
students and local fans view the move as
JMU who graduated last year, believes the
inappropriate.
fans should "hang in there," because the team
"I just think to jump all the way to Division Iis going to get better.
AA without competing longer in the Division II
"It's going to take time, but in a couple of
ranks is ridiculous," one student said. "I would
years, they will be able to compete equally
rather see JMU compete against lower ranked
with any team on the Division I level," Dike
schools where there is more of an opportunity
said.
for them to win games, than to lose to schools
"There is no question that we can be, and
they have no chance of beating in the first
will be competitive," Carico added. "I think
place."
that people will support us once we win a few
Joe Carico, a former defensive back and now
big games and start playing big name
a coach for JMU. disagrees. Carico believes
schools."
that the Dukes must continue to stride toward
Many fans don't want to wait through a trial
higher levels of excellence in their football
period. They don't want to watch the Dukes get
program.
bombed by big schools which they believe JMU
"As the school continues to expand, so must
has no business playing. Instead, many fans
the sports program," Carico said. "JMU is in a
would rather put up with a weaker schedule at
probationary period with its football program
a lower levftl of competitiveness.
at the present, but this is only temporary, and
"What JMU really needs is for the local
nearly all schools go through such a phase if
people and the students to fill the stadium on
they are building a stronger football
Saturdays, and get behind them in an all out
program."
effort." Jones said. He also added that the
Indeed, this is what JMU seems to be doing.
team was taking it one week at a time, and that
The school's football program is only in its
the fans should do likewise until the Dukes
ninth year, but has progressed rapidly from a
reach that level of competitiveness in the new
tiny junior varsity team in 1972 and r973, to its
division.
first year in the Division I ranks this past
Carico added that the athletes are getting
season.
better every year. In 1979, the Dukes issued
The Dukes were winless in 1972, but followed
scholarships for the first time in the football
with a 4-5 mark in 1973. Then, in 1974, the
program's history. This season 40 to 45 players
Dukes' first year at varsity status, they surare on scholarships.
prised the Virginia College Division with a 6-4
"We had good Division III football players
record.
when I played," Carico said. "Now, with the
The following year. 1975, JMU finished the
type of players we have, we could beat just
season with their best team record to date. A 9about anyone we used to play."
0-1 mark enabled the Dukes to capture the
Jones also thinks there are more talented
state College Division title.
players on the team now. He added that the
JMU employed one of the best defenses in
players who played four or five years ago did
the division that year, allowing opponents only
so because they wanted to, and received little
75 points in ten games. It was the offense,
reward for their efforts.
however, that prevented the Dukes from being
"Scholarships put pressure on a player,"
nationally ranked. They scored a merely 125
Jones said. "If you don't play, the team can
points the entire season, and their only nontake your scholarship away. This wasn't the
victory was a scoreless tie.
case when I played. It's a question of big time
Going into the 1976 season, JMU had one of
college athletics."
the longest winning streaks in the NCAA. They
Big time college athletics have arrived at
continued their winning ways with three
JMU. With more and more scholarships being
straight victories at the start of the season, and
offered, JMU may soon field an entire team on
at that point they owned the longest winning
scholarships. The Division I-AA level allows
string of any college team in the country at 12
approximately 75 players to be on scholarship.
games.
Most of the former players agree that the
Following the three opening season vicnext two or three years will be the most intories, the Dukes were given the number one
teresting to watch in terms of the Dukes'
ranking in the nation at the Division III level.
success.
Their next game was an ABC-TV regional
"You've got kids who have come in on
telecast against Hampden-Sydney. However,
scholarships, that have taken a beating for a
JMU was overcome by the inspired Tigers, 21couple of years, and it will make them
14.
tougher," Jones said. "Along with the new
The topple from the ranks began, and JMU
players they get, I believe you will see an
finished the season with a 7-4 record.
improvement."
1977 was probably the most frustrating year
The ultimate success of the team depends on
for the Dukes. For the first time since the team
how well JMU is able to compete with the
had gained varsity status, the team finished
schools in Division I-AA. If the Dukes can beat
the season without a winning record as they
teams like William and Mary, Virginia
fell to 5-5
Military Institute, and the University of RichJMU football revived in 1978. as the Dukes
mond, JMU could conceivably become a major
in-state power.
finished the season with a very respectable 8-2
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'Captain Video' calls the shots
By DAN McNIEL
A soccer player rtioves past a
defender and sends a pass toward the
renter of the field. A teammate
receives the pass in stride and kicks a
low shot that is batted away at the last
second by a diving goalkeeper.
"Did you
get
that shot?
AlMlriigghhtt!"
The man calling the signals from
the press box is sometimes referred to
as Captain Video by his cohorts, but is
better known as David Gallatin,
broadcast information director for
James Madison University's Public
Information. Gallatin is beginning his
second year in a role designed to
promote university activities and
sporting events with various electronic presentations which are made
available to local television and radio
stations. The position is a relatively
new one, created in 1977. Gallatin is
the second director, replacing Bruce
Whiteaker who left in the spring of
1979.
Gallatin, a 1976 graduate of West
Virginia University came to JMU
after a three-year stint at WMUL-TV,
a public television station outside
Charleston. His official title was
production assistant, but he "did a
little bit of everything. I got heavily
involved in producing and directing
while I was there, especially in the
last two years," he says.
He accepted the JMU offer mainly
because it allowed him more freedom
in producing his own projects. "I
enjoy working with video tape and
producing projects for the local
stations," Gallatin says. I like
working with the university and the
opportunity to use its facilities."
Gallatin leans out the window of the
press box, holding a white card as he
helps a student assistant focus a
camera for the taping of the Dukes'
soccer game. "Soccer is one of the
easier sports to shoot since we are in
the press box and doing mostly
panning. We usually do the same for
basketball, although this year we
hope to use a second camera on the
floor in addition to the one looking
down. Two cameras-just like ABC,"
Gallatin laughs.
He sets up a particular shot on a
recently purchased JVC camera, a
much needed addition after two
cameras malfunctioned last year.

While some sports are easy to
capture on tape, others pose stiff
challenges for Gallatin and his crew.
"Football is tough because of all the
faking," he says, adding that
"Baseball is virtually impossible to
shoot with one camera." Gallatin says
he tried to shoot some baseball games
last year when he was supplying a
Lynchburg television station with
footage of four players from that
area.
Gallatin and his assistant take turns
operating the caiqera before taking a
break at halftime. He makes some
"chicken scratches" on a legal pad
and checks the battery of the portable
unit. He sips a drink and reflects on
some of his better productions.
"When I was at WMUL, we did a a
show with seven sets and no edits. You
had to keep the cameras moving and
everything right on schedule. One of

the best projects I've done at JMU
was a botany tour I did with Dr.
Norlyn Bodkin of the biology
department. We traveled over eastern
West Virginia, making stops at
Canaan Valley, German Valley, and
Seneca Rocks. It was a beautiful day
and it turned out to be good, clear
photography," he says.
One area that Gallatin has expanded is the audio service offered by
the public information office. He is
very excited about "Hotline," a news
service being tested this year. He and
his staff prepare 30- to 60-second
actualities concerning events at JMU.
The spot is recorded on a code-aphohe which is available to all radio
stations and newpapers.
The service gives JMU football
coach Challace McMillin's preview of
the upcoming game on Friday as well
as his post game comments on

Photo by Charm A. Faiio

David Gallatin films men's soccer game

A

Saturday.
"Hotline helps
out
tremendously as far as radio and
newspapers go. It is similar to the
service employed at the University of
Virginia," he adds.
Not all of his time is devoted to
shooting video tape. Gallatin must
also return to the studio to view
segments and edit the films for the
particular package he wants. "I did a.
five and half minute segment for the"
JMU time-out luncheon the other day
that had 48 edits and took forever to
get done."
The days are sometimes long for
Gallatin, who puts in as many as 14
hours a day. "I don't have any
students working with me in the
summer and I'm a one-man show.
And I have a lot of things to do at the
beginning of school. I guess those are
the two hardest periods for me," he
says.
Another of Gallatin's projects is the
JMU Journal, a program about JMU
activities that airs every month on
WVPT-TV. The program covers
everything from the school's expansion to guest speakers who visit
the campus.
He also works on another program
called "Viewpoint," a 15-minute
videotape production about the
university which airs twice a month
on WHSV-TV.
JMU public information director
Rich Murray said Gallatin is a
"tremendous help. He acts as a liason
between our office and members of
the electronic media. It's a very
responsible position and a very time
consuming one." Murray said.
The game ends and Gallatin gives
the order to "break it down." He and
his assistant dissemble the camera
and wrap up cables and cords used for
the operation. "Lugging the equipment up three floors of Wilson Hall is
no fun," laughs Gallatin.
His plans are uncertain, but
Gallatin would eventually like to
return to public television as a
production manager or director.
"Remotes (projects done outside the
studio) and live television are the two
things I like to do most. You can meet
a lot of interesting people doing
remotes. I've met people such as
Billie Jean King and governor Jay
Rockefeller of West Virginia."

Vanderwarker and Pele — a tale of debuts
By DAVE FACINOU
In June of 1973 the New
York Cosmos, led by the great
Pele, traveled to the nation's
capital for a soccer game
against
the
Washington
Diplomats. The game marked
Pele's playing debut in the
Washington area.
But Pele wasn't the only
person making a debut that
day. The game also marked
the debut of soccer referee
Bob Vanderwarker into the
North
American
Soccer
League iNASL).
Working before a crowd of
38,000, Vanderwarker, James
Madison University soccer
coach, made his first NASL
.calUgqinst Pele.

"I called him on a pushing
penalty,"
Vanderwarker
says, adding, "He looked at
me, smiled and nodded his
head in approval."
Vanderwarker, who has
coached here since 1970,
started officiating in high
school in i960 while living in
the Washington area. He also
refereed amateur league
games that first year.
"The
amateur
league
games really taught me the
temperament
that
is
necessary for a soccer official," Vanderwarker says.
"The league consisted of a lot
of ethnic groups, which taught
me how to deal with many
different
people
and
situations.',',,,,,,,.,

In
1963 Vanderwarker
moved into the NCAA officiating ranks where he has
been officiating ever-since.
Vanderwarker has officiated
in the Senior bowl, an NCAA
all-star game, and in the
NCAA finals in his 17 years as
an official.
Last year he became a
member of the NCAA Soccer
Committee. As a member of
the committee, he is in charge
of chosing referees for the
final NCAA playoffs. To be on
the committee, he must not
officiate in the finals.
In 1973 Vanderwarker was
officiating in the NCAA
playoffs with two referees
from
the
NASL.
The
professional referees lJKed. his.

work and encouraged him to
work some NASL games. He
accepted their offer and went
through the try outs necessary
for becoming an NASL
referee.
The tryouts consisted of a
written and physical test.
"The written test was just
basic information but the
physical part was another
story," Vanderwarker
says.The physical test consisted of a two-mile run in less
than 12 minutes, shuttle run.
100-yard dash and 440 run. All
four runs were conducted the
same day.
"I was so tired I collapsed in
the shower in a puddle of
water after it was over,"
.Yanderwarker, sa.yA.He. rated.

highest of all competitors in
the tryout.
After the tryout, Vanderwarker went on to officiate
20 games a summer in the
NASL while still working
NCAA games. At the end of
the past NASL season he
resigned
from
the
professional ranks.
"It was an enjoyable seven
years, but it was time to set
my priorities, he says. "I
needed to spend more time
with
my. family
and
teaching."
Vanderwarker still referees
NCAA games and local youth
league games.
"A person has to love this
(Continued on Page 14)
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Athletic budget climbs $400,000
By TIM IIAil.

The
James
Madison
University
intercollegiate
sports program is indeed a
growing one. And the athletic
budget is growing right along
with it.
This year's budget, including
scholarships.
is
$1.848,239. according to Dr.
Willilam
P.
Jackameit.
University Director of Institutional Research and
Budget.
That
figure
represents an increase of
nearly $4OO.0OO over last
year's budget.
The increase, according to
Jackameit, was to cover the

larger number of scholarships
for JMU athletes, especially
football players. The 1979-1980
academic year was the first
time football scholarships
were given at JMU. In the
1980-1981 budget, scholarships
alone account for over 40
percent of the total budget, of
$417,350, a jump from the
previous year's scholarship
total of $287,150.
How is the athletic budget
derived.and how is the money
raised?
According
to
Jackameit, each coach works
with Athletic Director Dean
Enters in determining the
budget for his respective

sport. A figure is then submitted to the University,
which reserves the right to
alter the budget. Usually,
though, each coach receives
what he has requested.
The money is raised by
fundraising throughout the
community and donations
from alumni. No state money
is earmarked directly for
intercollegiate atletic use,
Jackameit said.
The community is almost
entirely
responsible
for
funding athletic scholarships,
he said.
"The community really

Local
athletes
at JMU
By TIM HALL
Why are local athletes
hesitant to attend JMU,
or a nearby school in
general?
Russell
Dickerson,
a
Harrisonburg
native
who plays baseball
here, believes the high
school student-athlete
Justs wants to get away
rom home.
"An athlete is no
different from any other
student,"
Dickerson
said. "He wants to
break away, to be on his
own, to feel he is independent."
Dickerson is perhaps
unusual in that he could
have easily gone to
another school, but
instead chose to stay
close to home. He was
recruited
by
both
Clemson University and
the University of South
Carolina
For
his
baseball prowess, but
said he believes the
baseball program is just
as good here.
"The program at
JMU is excellent,"
Dickerson said. "It
offers me an opportunity
to
play
professional baseball.
Both Clemson and South
Carolina offer the same
opportunity, but I saw
no reason to go that far
when I get the same
thing five minutes from
home."
Another
Harrisonburs area
athlete,
freshman Betsy Blose,
agrees with Dickerson.
"I thought JMU could
offer me the same
things that any other
school could,'
said
Blose, a member of the
women's
basketball
team. "I'm a physical
education major, and
that department is very
strong here.
Plus,

Wwt» by ChirlM A. F.iio

Betsy Bios practices
Coach
(Betty* Jaynes
is a gooa coach."
"I wanted to plav
close enough to home
that people could come
and see me," Blose
continued. "Here, my
parents as well as my
high school coach can
see me. I just wanted to
stay close to home."
Both Dickerson and
Blose live on-campus
and agree there are
some
definite
advantages to doing so.
"It's easier to make
friends
living
oncampus,"
Dickerson
said. "I get more involved in the school and
I'm more independent."
Blose admits she
stays on-campus mainly
because her coach
wanted her to.
"Coach Jaynes urged
me to live on-campus, at
least my first year,"
Blose said. "It is more
convenient for getting to

class, practices and
meetings."
While Dickerson said
that he doesn't go home
"any more than the
average college
student," Blose said she
goes home just about
every weekend.
"I'm just like any
other student. I call my
parents once a week, or
they might call me. It's
really like I live
somewhere
else,"
Dickerson said.
"My roommate goes
home just abot every
weekend," Blose said,
"so I usually end up
going home too. There's
not a lot for me to do
here on a weekend."
"This school just has
so much to offer,"
Dickerson said.
"Even if I lived
somewhere else besides
Harrisonburg, I still
would have come to
school here. It's that
good a school."

holds us up in that area,"
Jackameit explained. "I
would say well over half of the
scholarships at JMU are
provided by people from the
Harrisonburg and surrounding areas. Many times a
business will provide funds for
one or two grants-in-aid, or
frequently more. It is good
public relations for them, plus
the fact that it is a tax writeoff doesn't hurt"
No increase is seen in the
student activity fee in the near
future, Jackameit said. While
student activity fees are used
for scholarships, Jackameit
said
that
University
president, Dr. Ronald Carrier
"probably won't ask for the
fee to be increased to cover
more scholarships."
Most colleges and universities rely heavily on their
alumni for contributions to
their athletic budgets, but that
is not the case here because
most alumni are female and
not as interested in a big
sports program as a male
alumnus might be, according
to Jackameit JMU was an allfemale institution until the
late 1960's and is still 54
percent female.
"Most of our alumni are
school teachers who have
neither the resources nor the
inclination to heavily contribute to a sports program,"
Jackameit said. "It is just in
the last few years that our
alumni have begun entering
law school, medical school,
and the like. In a few years,
when they start contributing,
the budghet will really receive
a boost But now, we must rely
on the community."
While athletic scholarships
account for the biggest single
expense in the athletic budget,
there are several other areas
that receive a portion of the
money.
One such area is full-time
coaches' salaries. According
to Jackameit $374,800 is
budgeted to pay the salaries of

the coaching staffs for the 26
intercollegfiate sports.
Many sports, however, have
part-time coaches or physical
education
teachers
who
double as coaches. In the case
of the latter, they often do not
receive a straight coaching
salary but are provided with
tenure and lessened class
loads while receiving a
regular professor's salary,
Jackameit said
Nearly $90,000 is budgeted
to pay the salaries of
classified employees, including
secretaries
and
clerical aids, while about
$32,000 is set aside for
graduate assistants.
The total budgets for each
sport range from $194,740
(excluding scholarships) for
football to $6,635 for the
fencing team. Included in
each team's budget are funds
to pay for travel expenses,
equipment, and official's
salaries.
For example, $42,500 is
budgeted for travel for the
men's basketball team, whose
schedule includes a two-day
tournament in New York.
Conversely, only $42,160 is
budgeted for the entire
women's basketball program.
As the athletic program gets
bigger at JMU, so will the
athletic budget. Where will
the money come from?
Hopefully, we will have
little difficulty raising funds in
the future," Jackameit said.
"Obviously,
larger
gate
receipts and bigger arenas
will help bring more money in.
I think the new facility
(fieldhouse) across the interstates will help a great deal
when it is completed. Also, as
our program grows we will
receive more publicity and
develop a following among the
public. We would look for
them to contribute, as well as
more contributions from our
alumni. And I think the
community would continue to
support us as they have in the
past"

•
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Morrison influential on all levels
v_

By TERESA CAVINESS
The dynamics of athletic
competition
and
the
adrenalin-laden excitement of
final success can not only be
embodied in the sport itself,
but also in a person behind the
scenes - one who makes it all
possible.
But the - influence of Dr.
Leotus Morrison,
James
Madison University Women's
Athletic Director, is not
confined to JMU; she is a
leader in women's athletics on
the international, national and
state levels. All of this, she
says, gives her a more total
understanding
of
the
operation of the whole athletic
system.
A native of Savannah, Ga.,
Morrison
has
enhanced
women's athletics here for 26
years.
After
combining
teaching and coaching for
seven years, Morrison was
named director of women's
athletics and officially took
over administrative tasks she
already had been performing
unofficially.
Morrison still teaches one
class in field hockey, but
retired from coaching in 1977
to devote herself to running
the
women's
athletic
program. As director, she
handles
scheduling
and
determines how the department "can get the most for its
money." She also is responsible for accounting, budget
decisions, staff increases and
grants and scholarships.
Working closely with JMU
Athletic
Director
Dean
Ehlers, Morrison also is involved in publicity and
promotion to increase the
number of spectators.
As an integral member of
the JMU athletic department,

Morrison detects an increase
in the popularity of women's
sports. The number of
spectators
at
women's
athletic events has risen, but
not to the same degree as
"men's sports, she says.
"Society has always underestimated what women
could handle," she says. Thus,
women's sports were not
taken as seriously as men's
activities. While the level of
women's athletic skill has
increased over the years,
Morrison believes a major
task remains unaccomplished
- to educate the public to the
fact that JMU sports are
worth coming to see.
Sports here have the same
spectator problem as men's,
she says^eiting track and field
events as examples. To enjoy
a sport, one needs to know
something about it, she says.
The level of familiarity of
some women's sports is very
low compared to basketball,
and ultimately the number of
spectators reflects
that,
Morrison says.
Soccer, once very foreign to
this country, overcame obscurity and has risen in
popularity. In the future,
Morrison foresees basketball,
volleyball and gymnastics
becoming increasingly
popular and drawing more
crowds.
In what she terms a
"reverse pattern," Morrison
links television broadcasts,
particularly the Olympics, to
the development of once
obscure women's sports as
viable entertainment alternatives.
"TV has a lot to do with it
(the increased popularity),"
Morrison says, adding that
everything
from
"trash

sports" to soccer to everpopular baseball is televised.
"Trash sports" is Morrison's
designation for sports-related
shows which pit television
actors against each other.
As television gives sports in
general the publicity needed
to generate interest, likewise
Morrison
has
increased
JMU's visibility through her
association and leadership in
national and international

athletic organizations.
She was president of the
Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (AIAW)
in 1974^75 and also was
president 6f the National
Association for Girls and
Women in Sport (NAGWS).
She helped to develop the
Virginia AIAW and was that
association's first president
from 1970-73.
Morrison's
involvement

Photo by Chariot A. Foiio

Morrison says women underestimated

with athletics extends to the
international level, as she is
AIAW's representative to the
United
States
Olympic
Committee <USOC). The
USOC is a voting organization.
Activities on the national
level allow Morrison to
represent the interests of JMU
.specifically when she is voting
on an issue. Because of her
background, she is better able
to work for JMU, she says.
When representing JMU at
AIAW meetings. Morrison
says she doesn't just consider
the univerisity, but athletics
in general. However, faculty
members here do hold "inhouse"
meetings
before
conferences to decide the
university's position on issues
which will be voted on.
One issue which Morrison
voted in favor of involved
divisional structure of sports.
All sports at the university are
not in the same division, as
divisional status is determined by the amount of
scholarship aid given and the
level of competition faced.
The divisional structure
allows schools to be more
flexible in their scheduling of
competition.
In terms of activity,
Morrison says "The country is
going through a resurgence of
interest in physical fitness.
"Jogging gets a lot <>l
publicity as being the thing to
do. But everyone should
realize that they just need to
find something that they enjoy
ddiimi: and stick with it.
Morrison said. "The key is to
IK? active."
And
she
certainly
epitomizes that ideal as she
strives to enhance athletics
here as well as around the
nation and the world.

* Running
(Continued from Page 2)
done seriously, wnen time is set aside for botn
everyday, there is a continuing development and
challenge, and both activities become purposeful and
satisfying."
Running does more for people than provide selfsatisfaction. Dr. George Sheehan, a well-known
author and long distance runner, writes that it brings
physical and mental health needs together as one.
"Our well-being, our adaption to stress literally
depends upon moving about"
JMU Cross Country Coach Edward Witt says there
is a definite connection between physical and mental
effects. Health and happiness are often directly
related to one another, he adds.
The absolute definition of being healthy is not to be
muscular or trim though, Witt continues, but to
develop a strong heart and circulatory system.
Running provides this, giving the individual the
energy needed to improve upon his work or study
habits, to eat more and to even sleep better.
According to VanNieuwenhuise, an enlarged heart
causes no problems when one runs regularly, and it
allows the organ to work less at other times. For the
average person, a pulse rate of 70 to 80 beats per
minute is normal, but many long distance runners at
JMU have pulse rates that are in the 40 to 50 range, he
says,
Mike Tucker, a junior, says running does not let his
body deteriorate but makes it better. "If you use a
muscle, it is bound to adapt and improve," he adds.
"As long as you know your own body limitations

you can run all of your life," Tucker continues. He
cites an Apache Indian named Larry Lewis who was
still jogging six miles a day at the age of 106.
Once someone begins running all the time, the
sport becomes more mental than physical, according
to sophomore, Bobby Hicks. "Everyone must set
their own pain limit"
The "rhythmic quality" of running at a comfortable pace. Tucker explains, stabilizes and soothes
the mind. "I can recall numerous times if I was down,
frustrated or simply upset over a bad test grade that I
went out runnning a nd got my mind off the problem.''
Thanks to the "running boom" of the 1970's, more
people are now aware of the physical and even
mental benefits derived from the activity. Still, true
long distance runners are often labeled as
"masochists" because they must endure pain to be
successful, according to Tucker.
Hume adds that running is a means "to let your
brain float along, while your body is put in overdrive." It's just one of the best ways to escape stress
and let one's mind relax.
However, running is not a "cure-all" technique for
relieving stress, Nichols explains. People came back
from runnning with the same problems as they had
when they started. He adds that taking the time to
work out a problem while running does help one's
perspective.
Witt says that relieving stress is the major reason
people run even when they hate the activity.

Psychologists also recommend running to patients
who are under extreme pressures or stress.
VanNieuwenhuise says that "when the going gets
rough while running you have to use your mind as
much as your body to finish the race." In his first 26mile marathon, he recalls reaching a point that
runners call "hitting the wall."
"For me, this point came after 10 miles. I began to
have extremely painful stomach cramps and every
leg muscle seemed to get tighter with each new step.
The rest of the race seemed to be nothing more than
seeing who could endure the pain for the last six to
eight miles."
In his latest book. This Running Life, Sheehan
writes that pain is a necessary gauge for the runner
to use. It warns the runner when he is doing
something wrong or right, and what can be his absolute limit of ability.
"No runner enjoys pain, but between the runner
and a personal best lies pain in quantity, both in
training and in the race," Sheehan writes.
Sheehan believes that pain reveals the will of a
person. In any discipline, art or sport, the amount of
physical or emotional discomfort often measures how
highly an accomplishment is held and worked for by
someone.
Concluding his studies on motivation, James said
effort is our only original resource. "Health,
strength, talent abilities of all sorts, whether
spiritual, mental or physical" are given to everyone.
"Effort is the only element we can add." .
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Forest, game managed in unison
By CHARLES GRADY
Managing a forest is no simple *
matter.
/
Take for example, the George
Washington National Forest which
includes land in 14 counties in Virginia
and West Virginia. Within this forest
is the Dry River District, which includes Rockingham and two other
counties. This district is cooperatively
managed by the United States Forest
Service and the Virginia Game
Commission.
•

Successfully
coordinating
two
brapches of government is not an easy
tbing to do. but the arrangement
seems to work in this case. The Forest
Service and the Game Commission
work together on management,
research projects and. in some instances, sharing office space.
While there is sometimes an
overlap of responsibilities, each of
these organizations was designed with
a specific purpose.
The Forest Service is responsible
for managing the wildlife environment. Everything they do has a
direct effect on the wildlife, whether it
involves fighting a forest fire or
reseeding old logging roads to provide
new sources of wildlife food. Their
goal is to maintain and expand/
existing wildlife range.
The Service is in charge of blasting
waterholes to maintain a water
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Scenic view of Shenandoah Valley
supply in the summer. Ranges of oak
are burnt to produce acorns. The trees
sprout again the following spring and
within three years are again
producing food. They maintain
strands of grass and clover that are
iasect habitats, thus producing a
major source of food for young turkey
and grouse.
Another of their jobs is the supervision of timber and mineral harvests, and of oil and natural gas exploration. The bottom line is, of

course, to make sure that the wildlife
and its habitats are not adversely
affected.
The State Game Commission is,
however, concerned with game
management.
Unlike the Forest Service, the
Commission does not receive its full
budget from the federal government.
About half of the funding comes from
a federal tax on arms and ammunition, while the state supplies the
rest of the money through the fees
from hunting, fishing and trapping

Man and nature

licenses, as well as the sale of stateowned timber. This year's budget for
the Dry River Distrist was about
$230,000.
The Commission is managed by
eight men who handle up to 20,000
acres each. The men keep records on
the number of animals and hunters, in
order to control the amount of
animals captured. The records also
aid the relocation of animals. Other
state and federal divisions are
assisted with research projects which
deal with wildlife.
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Age old survival instinct

Hunting, the callof the wild

By CHARLES GRADY
Warily, the two birds circled the far end of
the cornfield As I squinted into the afternoon
sun they appeared to be distant specks, but
their flight pattern was a giveaway. They were
doves.
Crouching back into the fence row, I watched
as they broke off to my right and disappeared
behind some trees. I knew their strategy. I had
been fooled all afternoon by the same ploy.
Birds had been flying off, pretending not to
be interested in the corn or the river to my left,
then suddenly blasting down the line behind
me. hard and fast.
This would be a difficult shot, one that I
wouldn't make unless I was ready.
Quickly I turned, squatting in the opposite
direction. I pushed my dog farther back into
the brush so he couldn't be spotted. Young and
inexperienced, he had already spooked several
birds by running into the field just as they flew
into view.
■•Settle'" I growled, flashing him my most
serious look.
Out of the corner of my eye I caught a flash
of movement. I had beeii fooled again. The
birds were coming in at treetop level, flying
directly behind me.
In an instant I sprang. Wheeling, I swung my
gun around and drew a bead. I had aimed for
the lead bird, but he was already past me and
into the next group of trees.
I shifted my aim to the second bird and
squeezed the trigger. At the last moment he
altered his course of flight and sped toward the
river.
Again I was a victim of circumstances, but
perhaps I would be successful with the next
covey that flew by.
Hunting is many things. In a microcosm it is
a spontaneous and brief confrontation between
man and beast, in a macrocosm a deep-rooted
tradition quite capable of running the
emotional gamut.
For generations men have gathered for the
hunt. Revered firearms are handed down

through families, and tales of the hunter often
become local legend.
The hunt provokes a certain psychology.
Perhaps best portrayed by William Faulkner
in his novel The Bear, it can be summed up as
an all-encompassing tradition. Not just a myfather and his father-before-him
sequence,
but the latest refinement of an age old survival
instinct.
The hunt places one in nature, making him
part of that nature. Whether alone or with a
few friends, the odds change a little bit. There
are different signs to tell you where to walk
and move, none of which are as obvious as the
ones in the civilized world. Sitting in an open
field scanning the sky can make you feel very
small.
Hunting isn't practical. It involves an outlay
in the hundreds of dollars and returns only a
few dollars worth of meat.
By the time one buys a gun, licenses, ammunition, a gun case, a shooting vest, and
maybe a dog, a lot of money has changed
hands.
After this, the individual must learn to use
the gun (more ammunition) before he can
hunt. The best way to do this is to practice
either at a trap range or under the eye of an
experienced friend.
Once the hunter finally takes to the field, he
finds that hunting is not easy. Birds hurl by at
speeds of up to 40 mph. dipping and swerving in
all directions.
Crouched behind cover, sweating under the
September sun, the hunter will find it difficult
to position himself for a good shot and that the
shot is even harder to make.
As I watched the two birds skirt the
remaining trees before the river, I wondered
what it is that draws man to the hunt, makes
him come back year after year, generation
after generation.
As I searched my mind for an answer, it
suddenly came to me. It must be that infamous intangible known as the call of the
wild.
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Where to go when the snow falls
By DAVID III Mi:

*

M V

When the first few snow
flakes lazily fall upon the
Shenandoah
Valley
this
winter, it is likely that there
will be a large number of
James Madison University
students flocking to area ski
resorts.
JMU is located within 20 to
30 minutes of two resorts and
within two-and-a-half to three
hours of some of the finest
skiing in the East.
Massanutten and Bryce
Mountains are the two resorts
most frequented by JMU
students. Unfortunately, both
resorts are often overcrowded, resulting in jammed
slopes, long lift lines, high lift
ticket prices and general
confusion.
However, both slopes have a
great deal to offer interested
skiers.
Massanutten, the larger of
the two resorts, has nine trails
tailored mainly for novice and
intermediate skiers. The
longest trail covers just more
than a mile and runs from the
top of the mountain to the ski
lodge at the bottom. There are
two expert runs for more
adventurous skiers, with four
double-chair lifts and a J-bar
to transport skiers to the top of
the slopes.
The price of lift tickets at
Massanutten has increased
since last season. This year a
weekend lift ticket will cost
$18 Friday, Saturday, and
holidays. A weekday pass will
cost $12, while night skiing
costs $6 for a lift ticket.
If renting equipment, be
prepared to pay $10 for boots,
skis, and poles. No student
discount rates are available,

but groups of 20 or more
receive discounts on lift
tickets and rentals.
To reach Massanutten, take
State Route 33 east about 16
miles to McGaheysville. The
entrance is well-marked on
the left side of the highway.
Bryce Mountain has three
runs. Like Massanutten,
Bryce accomodates the novice
to intermediate skier, along
with one expert slope. The
mountain is served by two
double-chair lifts and three
ropetows.
Lift tickets at Bryce are
comparable
with
Massanutten's. A weekend
pass for Saturday, Sunday,
and holidays costs $18, Friday
fares are $10. A weekday
ticket runs $8, with night
skiing costing $6. Group rates
for 20 or more people are
available, and equipment
rental is $10.
Bryce Mountain is about 30
minutes from JMU. Take
Interstate 81 north to exit 69 at
Mount Jackson, then take
Route 263 west into Bryce.
If Massanutten and Bryce
do not are not challenging,
perhaps Wintergreen resort
near Waynesboro may be an
alternative.
Skiers at Wintergreen have
the choice of seven trails, the
longest about a half-mile. Two
triple-chair lifts and one
double-chairlift take skiers to
the top of th mountain.
Lift ticket prices are
comparable to those at
Massanutten and Bryce.
Weekend passes run $18, while
weekday prices are $12. Night
skiing at Wintergreen costs $9
Friday and Saturday nights
and $8 Monday through
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Skiing resorts near JMU are popular
Thursday nights.
To reach Wintergreen take
Interstate 81 south to Interstate
64
east
to
Waynesboro. From there,
take Routes 250 and 151 to
Wintergreen.
While the three resorts
mentioned above all serve
their purpose, there is a resort
about three hours from
campus that caters to the
serious
skier.
Snowshoe

Candy Land with a twist
By ELAINE MURPHY
"Double Reds. Alllriighttt, I missed the
three week wait, your turn."
"Oh, The Elbow Room trail, ha ha, you
drink, go Tom."
"Candy Canes, pick a drinking card."
"Sounds like you guys are playing a little
Campus Land," yells a voice from the hall.
Campus Land is a drinking game invented
here last year by three James Madison
University students. Mat Divinney. and

Barney Nielly, Weaver Hall residents, and Jeff
Thomas from White Hall.
These three students wanted to make up
their own drinking game, so they bought a
Candy Land game and revised it to deal with
JMU and Harrisonburg.
To turn this children's game into "endless
hours of drinking pleasure," the three students
cut words and ads from The Breeze and
magazines and pasted them on the game
board. Then they devised a standard set of
rules.
Campus Land is played similar to Candy
Land. Landing on hearts, candy canes, peanut
brittle or any of the other picture cards allows
one to pick a ''Drinking Card." The card either
asks a question or directs one of the players to
drink.
Campus Land has no real winner or loser
since everyone usually finishs the game drunk.
Since the game started a year ago, its
popularity has spread over the campus.
Recently, Nielly investigated the possibility
of patenting Campus Land. But the patent is
tied up in Washington now because of the
paperwork involved.
The men considered researching other
campuses such as University of Virginia or
Virginia Tech to come up with a game that
would reflect those schools, but the results
wouldn't justify the work, according to
Thomas. He is the only originator still here.
Attention is now focused on patenting the
original game and then looking into research
at other schools. No future plans for Campus
Land will be made until after the three hear
from Washington.

Mountain is that resort. The
slopes, designed by former
Olympic competitor Jean
Claude-Kiley, offer some of
the finest skiing available on
the east coast.
Eighteen major trails allow
skiers to test both sides of the
mountain. The north side
provides an excellent array of
trails for the novice to intermediate skier. The south
end provides slopes for the
advanced and expert skier
boasting the infamous "Cup
Run," which is just more than
a mile long.

'.

Weekend
passes
at
Snowshoe costs $19, while
weekday passes cost $16.
Rental rates are $14 for boots,
skis and poles. Half-day and
children's prices are also
available.
Snowshoe is about 25 miles
north of Marlington, W. Va.
and about 40 miles northwest
of Franklin, W.Va.. For
directions, call (304) 799-6600.
All of these resorts have
snow-making machinery as
well
as
accomodations,
restaurant
and
tavern
facilities.

* Vanderwarker
(Continued from Page 10)
kind of work if they want to do
it," Vanderwarker says. "An
official must take pride in the
job and not be out for the
monetary rewards."
The NASL is one of the
lowest paying positions of all
professional officiating
positions,
Vanderwalker
states. A linesman makes $80
a game and a referee is paid
$150. In the NCAA, both the
linesman and referee make
the same, $35 for regular
games and $50 for finals and
playoffs.
"I do it because I think of it
as a hobby and I like the adventure and challenge of the
job." Vanderwarker says
The aspect he likes most
about officiating is being told
he has done a good job. "It
gives me a good feeling when
a player or coach tells me I
have done a good job,"
Vanderwarker says, adding
"the only bad part about the

job is the travel and being
away from my family."
The key to being a successful referee over a long
period of time is taking every
game as though it is an important
game
whether
professional, college or youth
league. Vanderwarker says.
"Once in the game, the
referee must always be in the
right place. Get a good look at
the play, make the right
decision, sell the decision, and
then live with it," he says.
Vanderwarker encourages
entering the profession, but
says a person must be
realistic upon entering this
field.
"First, one must ask
himself why he wants to do
it," he says. "Next, he must
realize the dedication and
effort required. Then, he must
devote himself to doing the
best possible job and giving
everything he has in every
game."
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Flying
One JMU student's quest for the ultimate high
By CHARLES A. FAZIO
Standing next to it, it'seems
like either a big toy or an
incredibly large model. But
it's not until you're 4000 feet in
the air that you realize it is for
real.
The "thing" is a Cessna-150
airplane which is one of the
smallest made. A two-seater
with a top speed of 100 mph.
the craft sells for about
$18,000. Rental is $21 per hour.
Bob Carts, the student pilot
who flys that plane, said the
only real way to experience
the thrill of flight is to actually
do it yourself. That sounded
reasonable to me. so we made
plans to rent the plane for the
following weekend.
Admittedly. I was a little
anxious about the thought of
flying around with someone
who had just gotten his
license. But that was nothing.
About an hour before
takeoff a good friend of mine
decided to tell me about the
first plane crash he covered as
a paramedic. In graphic detail
he described the twisted
wreckage, the fact that they
were totally helpless to aid the
squirming bodies in the plane
before it finally blew up.
And the Coup de Grace was
when he told me twice a
month he can still smell the
pungent aroma of frying flesh.
Now I wasn't just anxious. I
was downright terrified. But
somehow my desire to try new
things overcame my newlyfound fear of flying. I was
going and nothing could
change my mind.
Driving to Weyers Cave
airport.
the, excitement
started to mount. The day was

fabulous. A cold front had just
moved through and had left
the air crisp and sharp. It was
one of those days when it
seemed as though you could
count the number of trees on
the mountains.
When we arrived at the
airport, Bob immediately
filed his flight plan. A good
pilot won't even go to the
bathroom until he has filed his
flight plan.
The flight plan is important
because it lets someone know
where you are headed Last
year
a
Harrisonburg
businessman was killed in a
small plane crash. It took
search teams five days to
locate the plane when it should
have taken only a few hours.
The reason? He didn't file his
flight plan.
After some small talk
between Bob and a few other
pilots, we made our way back
down the hall, past the the
posters of Piper planes,
through the double glass doors
and out to the plane.
Although the Weyers Cave
facilities do no compare to
Dulles International Airport,
it still covers a lot of ground.
The plane we were to fly that
day was down a seemingly
endless stretch of macadam.
It was disappointing at first
to see the craft. Sitting next to
a $250,000 Lear jet really did
not make the smaller plane
look too impressive. The small
craft's faded and chipping
paint gave it an old and
weather — beaten look." It
was obvious the ship (pilots
call their planes ships) had
seen better days.
Once a fine machine, the

The Valley was stunning...'

The view a split second before touch down
plane has now been relegated
any second I expected the people stuck in lines and there
to the admirable, however
plane to do barrel roll into one ■ I was flying over them,
'above' them all."
mundane position of use
of the hangers.
during teaching expeditions.
Bob then told me we had
Somehow I was able to
reached our halfway mark
While I went over to gape at
remove my heart from my
and should be turning back
the Lear Jet, Bob made his
mouth long enough to tell Bob
soon.
pre-flight check.
what the situation was. He
Without too much enHe spent the next 15 minutes
calmly told me to hold the
thusiasm, I mumbled some
.meticulously checking
door shut until we reached
sort of agreement. He gave
everything from the rudders
three
hundred
feet.
me a look that would verbally
to the airpressure in the tires.
Unquestionably those were
equal, "Yea, I feel the same
The pre-flight check, which
the longest thirty seconds of
way too, but if we don't start
rivals the flight plan in immy life.
to head back soon we might
portance, is something a pilot
Soon we were at our
not make it back."
is taught to do automatically.
cruising altitude of 4,500 feet.
North of Harrisonburg, Bob
It's his resposibility to be
The valley was stunning in
instucted me to put my hands
certain the plane is in proper
the afternoon light of the
on the wheel to get the feel of
working order.
Autumn sun. The trees with
how the plane flys. The plane
The cockpit of the plane is
their thousands of colors
seemed totally responsive,
about the same size as a small
formed a blanket which lay
and as I held on tightly Bob let
sportscar's. Getting in is an
over the mountains. Never
go of his set of controls. I was
experience in its own right.
have I seen anything so
now in total control of the
You have to almost crawl into
beautiful, so colorful or so
airplane.
your seat, and then you are
intense. Neither photographs
I was amazed at how easy it
sitting uncomfortably with
or words could ever acwas to fly. In an emergency, I
your legs stretched straight
curately describe what I was
thought, I could probably even
out in front of you. There isn't
seeing and feeling that day.
land it, just keeping it level
a tremendous amount of room
in there, either. If acrophobia
doesn' t hit you during the ride,
then claustrophobia just
'Up there it'$ just you, the plane
might!
The preliminaries were
and the endless sky'
soon over find we started to
taxi to the runway. Bob
cracked some joke that had a
and flying straight.
Neither of us spoke for what
punchline only a pilot would about half an hour. We both
Bob shook me back to
understand. It reminded me of stared out the window in awe.
reality when he grabbed the
the plumber joke Steve Martin You could feel it in your
controls. We were getting
always tells.I didn't laugh.
close to the airport now, and
body — the beauty overCont.dently, Bob lined the whelmed the senses, making
he had to bring the plane
plane up on the runway. All we you feel good. The thought of
around for the final approach.
were waiting for now w*«s the being totally free to go
Through the small windo.k. from the "tower," which anywhere; up, down, north or
shield I could see the craft was
was nothing more then the south totally boundless added
steadily descending and soon
counter that a radio sits on. even more to an already
would touch the ground.
The tower is also where you spiritual — like experience.
I braced myself for a bumpy
can get change for the rusting
landing, but Bob brought the
Bob finally broke the silence
coke machine that sits over in as we were flying north over
plane down so softly that the
the corner
contact was almost unthe pass at New Market.
"NG-438, you are clear for
noticeable.
He told about the time last
takeoff." the radio cackled. year when he had the choice
As we taxied to the hanger, I
"NG-438.
roger,"
Bob between skiing and flying.
couldn't help but to think of
blurted back.
Bob's words as we flew over •
Naturally he chose to fly, and
Bob slowly pulled the just for kicks he flew over to
Massanutten Mountain. "You
throttle back and the plane Massanutten Mountain.
feel so above it all," he had
began to rise. The craft was
said to me.
It happened to be a very
about twenty feet off the crowded day on the slopes and
I didn't realize at the time
ground when suddenly the the lift lines, from the air,
how true those words actually
door flew open. I was struck looked liked they stretched for
were. You really do feel above
by a terror that I haven't felt miles, he said, adding that "I
it all, totally immune to what
since I was caught cheating on knew I made the right
is happening on the ground.
a third grade spelling test.
Up there it is just you, the
decision, iust seeing all those
plane and the endless sky.
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Pinball:

rii^j

No longer the exclusive preserve of leather-jacketed punks
Lights flash!
In a panic-stricken voice a little
orange man cries, "Help me, help
me!" But no one listens, as the enemy
ship kidnaps him and carries him off
into space.
Instantly another squadron forms
and prepares for attack. Three enemy

ships sweep down, ambushing the
lone vessel. Missiles fly across the
screen scattering rounds of ammunition along the battle-scarred
terrain.
A hit!
Yellow-gold flames and puffs of
smoke rise from the charred vessel—

« •*

Enjoying a video game downtown

another one bites the dust.
Immediately a back-up squadron
arrives, ready to pick up where its
now defunct cohort has failed.
Nearby, in another world, Susie
Creamcheese is desperately fleeing
the outstretched arms of that
notoriously
evil villain,
Dick
Dastardly. She scurries about the
prairie, searching for assistance.
But wait! Out of nowhere comes our
hero. Rex Perfect!
Dick and his equally-evil gang
surround Rex, and things look bad for
the good guys. The Dastardly Boys
move in/ firing from all directions.
Rex pivots and fires, gunning down
two. But the odds catch up with him as
he is hit by one of the "Boys." Rex
crumbles to the parched ground,
writhing in pain, and draws his last
breath.
Our hero is not through, though. He
has two more lives before he will
finally move on to That Big Roundup
In The Sky.
Scripts for made-for-television
movies? The latest episode from
Soap?
Of course not! The two worlds are
typical of what is now available in
coin-operated computer and pinball
games.
Fans of computer and pinball
games can no sooner pass up an
unattended machine than forget what
time classes are finished for the day.
Always a favorite on campus, the
electronic game craze is flipping its
way into the 1980s as one of America's
fastest-growing
leisure-time activities.
Standing hunched
over
the
machine, the player grips the plunger
tensely with his sweating hand.
As the ball bounds off the bumper
onto the bonus wheel, bells ring out
the score of 5,000.
Both computer games and pinball
have an addictive quality. The
flashing lights and bright billboard
pictures attract attention, forcing
even the most tight fisted spectator to
try the game. And once the first
quarter is inserted, the game quickly
becomes an obsession.
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Three basic elements of an electronic game encourage a player to
spend his weekly laundry money.
The game must have superior artwork, unique sound effects and audio
or numerical awards to maintain the
player's" interest. Also, the action
must be good enough to keep the
player coming back.
The game must be fairly easy, but
still challenging enough for the
average'player. The player pops a
coin into the slot, and the machine
delivers enemy ships cruising across
the screen or the steel ball shooting its
way around a playfield loaded with
bumpers, kickers, flippers and gates.
Mechanical games were once
condemned as corrupters of youth,
pursued mostly by leather-jacketed

'The game
must be fairly easy,
but still
challenging enotufa
for the average player'

punks in back room arcades and
dimly-lit diners. Today, however,
they are played openly and avidly by
a cross-section of people, living out
their individual Rex Perfect fantasies
or the latest Pinball Wizardry.
In fact.it is not unusual to see anotherwise-normal
JMU
student
sneaking about the campus game
room, trying to avoid being noticed by
someone from the class he just blew
off so he could practice killing the
latest in mechanical bad guys.
.So. on a day when absolutely
nothing goes right, don't despair.
There s always the chance that Susie
Creamcheese is once again in the
clutches of Dick Dastardly and needs
to be rescued. And a few quarters
might do it.
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